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Mclaughlin Fired as Director of Campus Safety;
Adminstration Refuses Further Explanation
Charles Morris to Take Over Director Position on Full-Time Basis
BY DAN BERMAN
AND ABIGAIL THOMAS
News Editors
Last Wednesday, Neil McLaughlin
was fired as Director of Campus Safety,
a post that he held less than six months.
Charles Morris has been appointed in
his place, a job he filled last year in an
interim capacity.
McLaughlin was dismissed following
a one-month probationary period, insti-
tuted by Sharon Herzberger, sources say.
Herzberger and VP of Finance
Michael West would neither confirm
nor deny that any action had been taken
against McLaughlin or even that
McLaughlin was fired.
Herzberger has acknowledged that
McLaughlin left Trinity, both in a mes-
sage to the Trinity community and an
address to Campus Safety Officers.
However, the administration has failed
to provide a cogent explanation for
McLaughlin's sudden departure.
Sources close to McLaughlin reported
that this decision for dismissal was a
shock and no specifics were given to him
about the reasons behind the decision.
In addition McLaughlin had recently
purchased a new home in the commu-
nity and had no designs of leaving Trin-
ity.
Administrative officials, who have of-
fered varying reasons for McLaughlin's
departure, do not share this account. At
a meeting with Campus Safety officers,
"Dr. Herzberger put it out that he had left
Trinity because the opportunity of
something else came along," remarked
Morris. Other officers told the Tripod
that they were lead to believe the deci-
sion was entirely McLaughlin's.
Herzberger responded, "I would never
have given this impression." When
asked who made the decision, she de-
see MORRIS on page nine
Former Director of
Campus Safety Neil McLaughlin.
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HOMECOMING 2000
Children of alumni enjoy some of their first Trinity experiences. In a few years
these very same antics may find them in On The Beat....
Trinity Alums, Students Enjoy
Homecoming 2000 Weekend
BY ANDREW SCHURR
News Writer
Once again, the season of
homecoming has come and
gone from the Trinity campus.
For some, the Homecoming
weekend represents a chance to
return to a beloved college, re-
unite with old friends, and
reminisce about the old days.
For others, it is a chance to meet
those students that have come
before, network with alumni,-
and learn about life in the real
world.
As with most things on cam-
pus, Homecoming weekend
this year was an interesting mix
of nostalgia, semi-attended
events, and stupefying amounts
of liquor. And that's just the way
the students like it.
"Ahh... twenty-three games
of Beirut on a Thursday night;
that's how you know it's home-
see NOSTALGIA on page six
Win or Lose, Sen. Joe
Lieberman to Visit
Trinity on Wednesday
BY DAN BERMAN
Connecticut Senator Joe
Lieberman will address a rally
at the Allen Fieldhouse tomor-
row afternoon, in his first pub-
lic appearance upon returning
to his home state of Connecti-
cut.
The event is open to the pub-
election 2000
lic, with doors opening at
4:30pm, Tickets are required,
however. One ticket is good for
four people and can be picked
up at the President's Office in
Williams Memorial on
Wednesday from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm. For security reasons,
the Secret Service requests that
visitors do not bring signs or
bags to the event.
"He wants to come here when
he comes home, which is very
nice that he considers Trinity to
be that comfortable for him,"
stated Trinity President Evan
Dobelle. Lieberman, the first
Jewish-American running for
national office, will spend Tues-
day night in Nashville with
Vice President Al Gore.
Lieberman is expected to at
xb&alfl^bititfh&meteetton "to
the Senate, a race he leads
against Waterbury mayor Phil
Giordano. However, the tenor of
the rally will rest on the success
of the national ticket.
College Democrats President
Dave Alexander '03 exclaimed,
"I am thrilled that Senator
Lieberman will be coming back
to his Connecticut roots after he
is elected Vice-President.
"Yet 1 believe that this event
goes beyond politics. No matter
if Senator Lieberman wins or
loses, this rally is going to be
such an enriching experience
see LIEBERMAN on page eight
Vice President- FILE PHOTO
Elect Joe Lieberman
TCAC members enjoy a brief respite from
running their own events at the tailgate
parties.
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INSIDE THIS WEEK'S
• Bill Clinton Presidential
Review. The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly - for a more
detailed analysis.... seep, 5
Gerry Moshell's musical
review. The Good, the Bad,
and the Ugly - for a more
detailed analysis...... seep 15
Registration blues getting News page 6
you down? Relief may be on Opinion page 2
thewaywithanonline %^ZZZZ &$l il
system, seen here onplain Announcements page 18
old newsprint. .see p. 8 Sports.. page 24
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To the Editor:
I'd like to comment on Lin-
coln Heineman's article, "An
Unbalanced Foreign Policy in
the Middle East" in the Tripod
last week. I approach this ar-
ticle in two forms. Firstly I
would like to directly respond
to Mr. Heineman's piece and
secondly I would like to further
the discussion to an overview
of the entire crisis between Pal-
estine and Israel.
In his article, Mr. Heineman
explains how in essence
America is really siding with
Israel during this time of crisis
and is a stronger backer of Is-
rael than the Palestinians. He
says: "As Israel and the Palestin-
ians teeter on the brink of re-
newed fighting, it has become
clearer than ever that America
is really a stronger backer of Is-
rael." He talks about how Sena-
tor Ted Kennedy said that
America backs Israel and how
both Al Gore and George Bush
Before we dive into the issues
of what are the prospects for
peace, I would like to correct Mr.
Heineman's assertion that "The
Israeli capital is in reality al-
ready Tel-Aviv: the federal gov-
ernment has its headquarters
there, and Jerusalem is mostly
a symbolic capital." Mr.
Heineman is wrong. Jerusalem
is not a symbolic capital, it is the
capital. Since the founding of
the state in 1948 the Kenesset
(the Israeli Branch of Parlia-
ment) and the Supreme Court
have been in Jerusalem. Your
statement would be the equiva-
lent of an article saying, "New
York is in reality the capital of
the United States."
In terms of the prospects of
peace, I think it is important to
realize that peace is a two-sided
process. Barak made an offer
that stunned the world. Barak
put on the table a thorough plan
that included the establishment
of a Palestinian state with 92
percent of the West Bank. He
Mystery Surrounds McLaughlin Departure
The abrupt firing of Neil McLaughlin as Director of Campus Safety came as a sur-
prise to the entire Trinity community, including even the department's own officers.
The circumstances surrounding his dismissal continue to bewilder many, as the ex-
planations of his departure leave more than a little to be desired.
First and foremost, his successor Charles Morris is a dedicated and talented mem-
ber ot the department, and we Viave no doub^thai%#%934fe^at9essful. His 21 years
on the Hartford Police Department and nine-year tenure at Trinity have given him
valuable experience with both the city and the Trinity community. Indeed, it is un-
fortunate that he did not directly succeed former director Brian Kelly, as this situa-
tion could have been avoided.
The one benefit of this predicament is that it illustrates the flaws in our procedures
and, perhaps, will spur some positive change in the manner in which the college is
managed.
Until recently, many leaders of the college were venerable institutions, whose ten-
ure here was longer than our years alive. Unfortunately, that all began to change
about three years ago, and this firing shows that the trend continues. For administra-
tors to be effective, they need to have experience with the college, its students and
customs. The revolving door status of employment at Trinity deprives us of effective
stewardship and further erodes our sense of community.
Moreover, the "code of silence" that has descended regarding this story is remark-
able. Official sources did nothing but repeat "no comment," while Campus Safety
officers and administrators were reluctant to even speak off-the-record. There was a
palpable sense that many feared being reprimanded or even fired if they discussed
the issue. And why not? Look at the precedent and subject matter. While everyone
pays lip service to the ideal of openness, no one will even give a reason as to why
McLaughlin was fired.
By and large, most people questioned seemed pleased with McLaughlin's perfor-
mance. Why was he removed after less than six months? Trinity students deserve
an explanation as to why the Director of our Campus Safety was fired. We are the
ones who live here, and we should be informed about matters pertaining to our lives.
Once again, the administration has demonstrated that it is more interested in attempt-
ing (poorly) to control the news than to expose and confront the naked truth.
"Jerusalem is not a symbolic capital, it is the
capital Since the founding of the state in 1948
the Kenesset (the Israeli Branch of Parliament)
and the Supreme Court have been in Jerusalem"
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"affirm their unswerving sup-
port of the Jewish state."
AcceptingMr. Heineman's ar-
gument, V say - Good for
America. America should have
"unswervingsupport" for Israel.
America should support the
only democracy and its only
iron-clad ally in the Middle
East. They should support a
nation that has been attacked
by its Arab neighbors five times
in fifty years. They should sup-
port a nation that has a history
of giving land for peace. They
should support a Jewish State
that agrees to sit down with the
heads of countries and organi-
zations that have promoted the
extermination of Jews. They
should support Barak who, un-
like Arafat, arrived at the Camp
David peace accords injuly pre-
pared sit down and hammer out
a peace accord.
Mr. Heineman, in his article
asks a poignant question, "So
how do the Palestinians and Is-
raelis diffuse the current war
and avoid current bloodshed?"
He suggests that a Palestinians
state should exist in Gaza and
the West Bank. Mr. Heineman
claims that since the Israeli gov-
ernment is not based in Jerusa-
lem, it should be a UN
monitored city.
offered a comprehensive pro-
posal for refugees that included
right of return.
In addition, he was even will-
ing to compromise on Jerusa-
lem. He agreed to complete
Palestinian control of the Mus-
lim and Christian quarters of
Jerusalem and UN. control of
the Temple Mount. In short, Is-
rael was ready to agree to a Pal-
estinian State that included
Jerusalem. Arafat, the former
terrorist who supported Iraq in
the Gulf War, walked away.
I should make one point
abundantly clear. I do not think
the Israelis are blameless in this
matter. The actions of Ariel
Sharon were meant to insight
and he deserves much blame for
the recent violence, as does the
Israeli army for using excessive
force to quell rioters. However, I
would like to remind Mr.
Heineman and others to look at
the whole picture before they
jump to conclusions.
The underlying root of the
recent violence is Arafat's stub-
bornness. To quote Abba Eban,
the great Israeli author, "The
Palestinians never fail to miss
an opportunity to miss an op-
portunity."
Jonathan Prosnit '01
Pillow Talk would like to thank Campus Safety for its selec-
tive leniency this weekend and the distinguished alumni who
descended on campus to prove that 25-year-old actuaries can still
party.
Pre-Game
Should have stayed in on Friday.
The first beer should have told
you to go home!
Football Game k We lost, but at a party like that,k
 no one loses.
AD Trout Brook Party
Awesome band, unlimited
beer...too bad over 200 ticket
holders weren't let in.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Men Who Rape Women
How the world really is, not what you think it is
To the Editor:
I am just writing to help "uncover a
veil of confusion that blinds justice and
responsibility." In the October 31 issue
of the Tripod Nate Baker tries to help
us in case we (women) are still
muddled about the extent of our re-
sponsibility when faced with rape.
Baker is perplexed about reactions to
responses to a recent questionnaire that
found that some people on campus
don't think no means no. Let's go to an
example to illustrate this argument:
"You see, Officer, in my opinion no
doesn't actually mean no, so it really
doesn't matter what she said. Because
no is not no to me when I am feeling
yes. Can we hurry this up? I have a
party to go to?"
To make sure we understand this
perplexing reaction to responses, Baker
evokes the image of the dramedy "Ally
McBeal." Baker humbly offers that, "To
help explain, I will give an example,
though admittedly of not much merit."
He continues to offer his unmeritorious
supporting evidence for the bulk of the
article. Since he forgot to tell everyone
need to be more responsible about men
raping them. Let's say we use a murderer
metaphor to make it clearer. Baker ar-
gues that if a person is known to kill
people, dresses in a black ski mask, and
walks towards victims-to-be menac-
ingly with a gun that the victim-to-be
would act a certain self-preserving way.
Let's complete the metaphor, shall we?
If a rapist, with a presumably identify-
ing characteristic like a ski mask, walks
menacingly towards you with his gun
you will probably act in a self-preserv-
ing way. However, what does the rapist
he is talking about look like again? Oh
yeah, that good looking guy at the party
who is in your Chemistry class. Should
have seen him coming from a mile away.
Baker then makes his "going fast" (like
most guys like it) argument. Going fast
to getting to the sex, he means. Some of
us women go fast too. The problem with
going into a situation too quickly is that
you may not be using your head. If that
happens, if you men go too fast, or we
women go too fast and then something
makes us slow down and change our
mind, we will try to stop you if we can.
Going fast does not mean being unable
"Men have more responsibility to stop rape. Why?
Because they do the raping. Don't give me the bullshit
that women rape men. More men rape women. More
men rape men. Getting raped is not a crime. Raping is."
w-hy it is ax> unijjerjtoriaus argument, J
will do it for him. Just "to help explain,"
In the sitcom "Murphy Brown,"
Murphy's single, high profile, broadcast
journalist character decides to have a
baby Dan Quayle (not a fictional char-
acter, no writer would ever think they
could get away with creating someone so
ridiculous) invokes the image of Murphy
Brown as an example of the way Ameri-
can family values are crumbling.
As he railed against her, Murphy
started to sound like a real live person.
Being an unwed mother, famous or not,
is a real situation. Murphy Brown was
not, though Quayle elided fact and fic-
tion to facilitate his political platform.
With this in mind let's review what
Baker can tell us women about date rape
via the fictional character Carla from the
TV show "Ally McBeal."
I'll condense Baker's argument for you:
Attractive woman, sexy clothes, actual
adult sex drive, goes to dinner with a
man, invites him home, makes out with
him, changes her mind after he starts
liking it, she says stop, he does not, she
kicks him. This seemed a little "skewed"
to Baker. I mean, the guy probably had a
woody by then, right? She's obligated.
And come on, she did look good.
I mean all her signals up to that point
said yes. And at that point his signal was
presumably pointing to yes as well. So
by that logic, a previous yes from her, and
a yes at the moment from him, must
equal a yes in sum. Right? She cannot
say no at that point, it is just not math-
ematically possible.
This equation presumes that the male
orgasm is the ultimate goal of all sexual
contact. Any protest about this from the
women out there? It is possible to want
to just make out. It is possible to want to
enjoy someone touching you with their
hands, their mouth, their body, without
having penetration. The male orgasm is
not the point of all physical contact. Just
because for some men it is, does not make
it so for the women they are with.
Apparently for Carla, kissing and
heavy petting was good enough for her.
But let us leave this f ictional example for
another example about why women
tostop. , .<•••:.•;• .•••••y-/b~. , } - < w
Women like sex, too. Women get
turned on and sometimes we get scared.
We get scared we.are going to get hurt,
emotionally and physically. So some-
times, when the beer starts to wear off,
and those thoughts come to us, we
change our minds. And sometimes
when you don't listen when we change
our minds, we kick you in the nose.
Sometimes we just get raped.
So here it goes, I will say it: Men have
more responsibility to stop rape. Why?
Because they do the raping. Don't give
me the bullshit that women rape men.
More men rape women. More men rape
men. Getting raped is not a crime. Rap-
ing is. Getting a hard-on is not an emer-
gency that vindicates violence. Men are
not entitled to women's bodies. Ever. Pe-
riod.
The night I was raped I was with a
"friend" who took me out for ice cream
to "comfort me" because my father was
dying of cancer. We parked. We made
out. I wanted to make out and I enjoyed
it. Then he held me down, undid my
pants and his and said, "You want this
don't you." I said nothing.
You know those dreams you have,
when you can't speak, when you need to
scream and you can't, nothing comes out
when you open your mouth? I lived that.
So while he was raping me, all I could
"say" in my, head was, "This will end.
This will end." .
Do I feel responsible for that? No. Do I
wish I did not go that night? Yes. Did I
commi t a crime against him? I guess not,
I "let" him get rid of his hard on. I guess I
said, "yes." There is no veil of responsi-
bility when it comes to rape.
Rape is a crime. If you are not sure a
woman wants to have sex with you, leave
her alone. Get her phone number. Call
her up another day when you are both
sober and both sure you want to have
sex. Help her get home safely. Go to your
own bed alone. You won't die of blue
balls. And she won't have nightmares for
the rest of her }ife.
BethMilller
Graduate Writing Fellow • •..
Protesting a Singular View
To the Editor:
As some of you probably have seen or
heard, last Thursday there was a dem-
onstration/protest/performance on a
corner of the Main Quad in response to
a letter writ-
ten in last
week's Tripod
entitled "How
'Yes Means
Yes' Can Re-
ally Mean
No". As the
person who
orchestrated
this event, 1
just wanted
to respond to
some ques-
tions that
might be on
p e o p l e ' s
minds.
Was this
for a class? Technically, no. I am in a
class right now called Politics and Per-
formance, and this event was staged
during that class time a nd was observed
by the class, but I was never assigned the
task of going out in public and making
a spectacle of myself,
I simply feel that, rather than writing
another letter in response to the first,
this method of expressing my views
would force more people to take notice
and think about the issue. Was this an
attack merely on Nate Baker's letter?
Though his letter was the first thing to
get me angry and motivated, 1 do not
•'qisaig're'e with every p'dint rriadein" Mr
Baker's letter.
His view is that, by being asked to respect
his partner's wishes and boundaries con-
cerning their level of intimacy, he is be-
ing cruelly deprived of his own right to
a good time.
What Mr. Baker seems to leave out is
that sexual
intimacy is
about two
people: two
people's needs
and two
people's lim-
its. This was
why, in my
demonstra-
tion, I pre-
sented the
"men on the
street" with
the choice be-
tween a live
woman and a
porn maga-
zine.
If you take home a live partner, you
should be ready and willing to meet his
or her needs and respect his/her limits.
If you are only concerned with your own
good time, this is masturbation, pure and
simple, and maybe you should treat it as
such rather'than wasting a live person's
time. Why did I do this piece? My over-
whelming feeling at reading Nate Baker's
letter was anger that this was one view-
point being allowed to speak for all the
men of Trinity College.
I wanted to show the rest of the male
students here how they were being rep-
resented (or misrepresented) and give
them a chante terspeaicfDr themselves,
which they did by voting.
"My overwhelming feeling at reading Nate Baker's letter
was anger that this was one viewpoint being allowed to
speak for all the men of Trinity College."
I also believe that women should take
responsibility for themselves and their
own safety, being realistic about their po-
sition in society and the risks that go
along with it. What bothered me most
was the attitude toward sex and sexual
intimacy that Mr. Baker expressed early
on in the letter, some other men on this
campus, and probably other women
share an attitude that I am sure as well.
Of the men that passed by our dem-
onstration, the majority voted to take
home the live woman, limits and all;
however, some men chose to stick with
the guarantees of the centerfold. The
numbers have spoken, and though Mr.
Baker is in the minority, he has some
company down there.
Cristina Lundy '01 • • •
A Vague Student Life Plan
To the Editor:
This is a response to an article in the
Oct. 24th issue of the Tripod concerning
the new Master Plan for Student Life.
Like much of the administration's plans
to "improve" the students' social lives
and community well-being, this one
sounds vague and rather confused.
Not mean spirited by any means, I
can't imagine the administration
wouldn't mean well in their intentions.
But several things in particular concern
me.
The article states the "values" of the
Trustees, one of which is "an under-
standing that learning is integral, woven
into all aspects of Trinity life." .This
value seems pretty vague to me, but one
fact stands out: the institution will only
support those facilities that lead to the
progression of academics. What is im-
portant is what is left unsaid: that the
school will NOT support nonacademic
related activities (this does not just im-
ply funding).
Another statement in particular con-
cerns me. Linda Campanella, the VP for
Marketing and PR, who is in charge of
oversight of the current strategic plan's
implementation in non-academic areas,
stated that "student participation is an
integral part of the process for this point
onward."
This too is a bit of a vague statement,
considering that the diagnostic ap-
proach to establishing "questions" con-
cerning the improvement of the Trinity
social life blantantly neglected student
response. . : •
Once again. Trinity College has
deigned that the student body be herded
into pre-designa ted channels not only of
learning, but also of character and social
identity. Officials must listen to our
needs and help us be individuals rather
than force us into accepting a cookie cut-'
ter mold of grade-A student.
Andrew Warren '03
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A Final Look at President William Jefferson Clinton
The editors of the Tripod, evaluate the dynamics of the Clinton administration In Some Depth
William Jefferson Clinton
The presidency of Bill Clinton will be remembered
as a time in American politics when presidents became
human beings and what they said mattered just as
much as how they said it. Today, one of the most polar-
izing and puzzling figures in the history of the Ameri-
can presidency, a man who inspires feelings of
inspiration and hatred, takes his cue that his time is
up. Who would have thought eight years ago that elec-
tions involving Bushes would be the bookends around
the Clinton presidency? Or that for the first time in over
twenty-five years Bill Clinton would not be running for
public office, and what's more that his wife would be —
and for the Senate in New York! As the saying goes,
stranger things have happened. There is little doubt,
though, that the Clinton years will be remembered as
a strange affair that for better or for worse brought the
office of the president down from the clouds, revealing
vice and greed as well as greatness and pride.
America's affair with Bill Clinton began on October
3,1991 when he formally announced his candidacy for
president. From the get go he was bombarded with ac-
cusations that ranged from marriage infidelity to his
dodging of the draft during the Vietnam War. He was
quickly labeled "Slick Willy." When early polls showed
hi m to hold a mere 5% in the New Hampshire primary
in early 1992, he seemed destined for failure. But he did
not relent and hailing himself the comeback kid, gained
enough electorates to make it on the ballot as the Demo-
cratic nominee for the presidency. It was his unrelent-
ing push to win the Democratic nomination, his
defiance and endurance to go the extra mile, that
brought back the vitality so lacking in the Democratic
party since the days of John F. Kennedy's New Frontier.
He stormed ahead and took the presidency in Novem-
ber 1992.
No Ordinary Democrat
More than simply def vivitvg'hi&piesvi&nfi^ riie asscaasw
sations flung in Clinton's direction during the 1992
presidential campaign set a precedent for all politicians:
politicians' private lives were fair game now more than
ever. The Pandora's Box that opened with the Gennifer
Flowers scandal spread like wildfire and culminated
with the president's impeachment in December 1998.
One can look at the Clinton presidency as a time when
the merits of a free press shown brightly. The media's
obsession with Clinton and his scandals went far, too
far according to some, and yet the public really had its
hands-on the controls. We said that we had had enough.
But Clinton was essentially an aberration within the
Democratic party. Not only was he intelligent, but he
also had charisma and pizzazz, qualities conspicuously
lacking in Democratic candidates for president since
the 1970s. Before Clinton began to strut his stuff on
America's political stage, Democrats had been stuck
with the likes of Michael Dukakis and Walter Mondale;
intelligent and able politicians though they were, there's
little doubt their ability to rally the troops and invigo-
rate the electorate was missing. In short Clinton had
not only had the intellect to be president, but perhaps
more important, his dynamic personality put him well
ahead of past Democrats.
Foreign Policy
More than most people realize the end of the Cold
War put America in a precarious position as the single
world superpower. Russia had just gone democratic,
Somalia was being overtaken by war lords, and
Slobodon Milosovic was causing trouble in the Balkans.
Such times called for a new approach towards both
the armed forces and the global foreign market. As
Commander in Chief, Bill Clinton realized the grow-
ing need for global nation building in the truest pur-
suit of fairness. In fact, by converting much of the
armed force's actions into peacekeeping missions, Presi-
dent Clinton revitalize a foreign armed forces drasti-
cally cut financially in the final months of the bush
administration. However, Clinton certainly is guilty
of drastic cuts to domestic facilities of the military.
But beyond the necessities of foreign physical
strength, Clinton took the reigns of globalization be-
coming one of its biggest advocates. It was through
trade, went the mantra, that countries in Africa and
southeastern Asia could emerge onto the scene of glo-
bal prosperity. He knew that in order for the United
States to dig itself out of a huge debt and a moderate
recession in the early 1990s he would have to strengthen
the country's trading arm.
An Evolving Domestic
Bill Clinton's campaign platform in 1992 created an
image of a centrist reformer tackling the economic
strain of the recent economic recession. Although he
won the presidential election with well under fifty per-
cent of the popular vote, Clinton's mandate evoked
images of both New Deal and New Frontier domestic
policy.
Symbolism aside, little in President Clinton's tenure
suggests anything but a redefinition of the Democratic
Party. By conceding on a relatively small number of
issues and supporting a generally conservative eco-
nomic policy, Bill Clinton was able to gain moderate
support and turn back the "Republican Revolution" and
their Contract With America.
President Clinton's lack of experience hurt his abil-
ity to take advantage of the Democratic lock on Con-
gress in his first two years of office, evidenced by two
especially damaging errors. First, Clinton wasted too
much political energy on a "don't ask, don't tell" policy
for gays in the military that ironically proved to anger
both the Republican right and gay rights organizations,
who accused him of selling out. 'It was a pattern that
would repeat itself.
Clinton also made devastating mistakes in his at-
tempt to revamp the American healthcare system. Al-
though an extremely accomplished individual, Mrs.
Clinton attracted the ire of many — both for her meth-
ods and personality. The proposal made matters worse,
as its planning excluded key interests groups, and its
complicated substance confused even its supporters.
Considering President Clinton could do little to pub-
licly "fire" his own wife, all he could do was watch the
train wreck happen.
Meanwhile, his support among Congressional
Democrats was eroding as a result of his stances in sup-
port of NAFTA and the death penalty. To many it
seemed as if the adage was true: "there is nothing in the
middle but yellow lines and dead armadillos." Presi-
dent Clinton did put forth a few popular acts, such as
the Brady Bill and the Family and Medical Leave Act,
but his other failures help to fuel the biggest Congres-
sional reversal in history in the midterm elections of
1994.
Whether Clinton was to blame or the country had
indeed moved to the right was unknown at the time;
however, with the new Republican congressional ma-
jority, Clinton's strategy of opposition took him on a
dramatically different tack for the remainder of his
administration. He adopted some of the Republican
agenda that had the most popular support, such as a
balanced budget, the line-item veto and welfare reform
(which, in fact, was part of his initial platform but had
Nevertheless, Clinton did not retreat from many core
governmental institutions challenged by Congress and
their demagogue leader, Newt Gingrich. Clinton fo-
cused his efforts on public relations as opposed to leg-
islative action and attempted to paint the Republ icans
as extremists.
In particular, his stalwart support of M2E2 (Medi-
care, Medicaid, Education and the Environment)
helped spur a change in the political winds. The show-
down culminated in a government shutdown during
the winter of 1995-96 that proved to be a tremendous
political victory for the once beleaguered chief execu-
tive. In the end, Medicare was saved, welfare reform en-
acted, and President Clinton becoming the first
Democrat since FDR to be reelected.
In all, President Clinton added a new flavor to com-
promise that proved to reshape and more firmly rees-
tablish the concerns of the Democratic party in ways
that will affect the party well after Bill Clinton has
left office.
In The End
It is easy to forget that what we are now calling
America's economic boom was not fully realized until
mid-1995; only two years into Clinton's presidency. For
this, it seems somewhat unfair to hand Clinton the tro-
phy for our nation's recent prosperity. Many economist
theorize that much of today's success is in fact the com-
bination of Reaganomics and a fierce technological
market. However, it is undeniable that Clinton's stead-
fastness and efforts to stave off a tax cut in 1994 played
a significant part in what we are now calling an un-
paralleled time in American economic, a time when.
governments finally found a balance between politi-
cians and economists.
Bill Clinton's legacy has yet to be determined. How-
ever, what is certain is that, be it the consequence of. a
more aggressively sensational media or a more critical
public eye, Bill Clinton is a human president. Clinton
forced the American people to question their own sense
of honesty and their role in American politics.
In a sense, Clinton did more than reshape the demo-
cratic party, he redefined the Camelot of the White
House and exposed the dynamic fire that fuels a politi-
cal process of compromise, image, and sheer stubborn-
ness.
To watch this media friendly president all but fade
from public view in the past few months in deference to
Vice-President Al Gore has been an awkward experience-
America is in for a change regardless of who is elected
president.
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Trinity Student Leaders Offer Perspectives on
the Clinton Era and President's Lasting Legacy
It's Not Always The Thought That Counts
As the media loves to point out, Presi-
dent Bill Clinton has had an uncanny
ability for luring and keeping gay/les-
bian, minority and women voters. The
loyalty shown by progressive activist
leaders and voters is said to be recom-
pense for "all Clinton has done" for
blacks, women, and gays. Regardless of
what he did for minorities and women,
it needs to go on record that Clinton did
squat for the gay and lesbian commu-
nity.
The contrast between what Clinton
would say in support of gays and lesbi-
ans and what he was willing to fight for
is stunning. When president-elect
Clinton first said he would repeal the
ban, he created a media frenzy that
pushed every other issue to the back-
ground.
Upon .entering office, he was "sur-
prised" that Congress was being so dif-
ficult about the issue. With the
Congress, Senate, and Colin Powell
united against complete appeal of the
ban on gays in the military, Clinton
signed the "don't ask, don't tell" policy
in 1993.
He acknowledged the plan was "not
identical with some of my own
goals," but was acceptable because it
"diverted our attention from other
matters for too long." Neither the
military nor gay/lesbian activists
were happy, and the ambiguous
policy is universally considered a di-
saster of Clinton's presidency.
Clinton was re-elected soundly in
1996 with the help of the gay/lesbian
community. He then proceeded to sign
the "Defense of Marriage Act" which pro-
hibits same-sex unions from being le-
gally seen as "marriages" with all the
benefits that automatically come with
the title. When Clinton was asked in this
month's Advocate whether he thought
the country would ever accept same-sex
marriage, he said:
"I think that under law, gay couples
who have manifested a genuine commit-
ment should have all the legal options
that others do, whether it's how they
leave their estates or cover their partners
with health insurance on the job or such
simple things as the right to visit hospi-
tal beds during family visiting hours.
And then I think that when people come
to respect that, people will put their own
words to whatever the relationship is."
"All the legal options" that Clinton
thinks gays and lesbians should have are
the cornerstones of marriage. Why is he
willing to accept it only by another
name? Once again, Clinton bows to the
pressure of conservatives while giving
lip-service to the gay community.
Gore seems to be following Clinton's
example; he has the same opinion con-
cerning gay marriage. It is important for
the gay/lesbian community to demand
more from Gore if elected than just the
tea and sympathy his predecessor was
willing to offer.
Maureen Welch '03
Treasurer of Eros
An Inspiring Vision From Hope Will Live on
1 ask you: are you better off now than
eight years ago? True, I did steal that line
from Ronald Reagan, but it certainly
applies to the Clinton legacy. Look back
to the 1992 election when we were in the
largest financial recession since the
Great Depression of the 1930s.
In our beloved Hartford area middle-
class popel were being laid off from large
employers such as United Technologies
and Aetna. This stemmed from the fact
that the Republican leadership of the
previous twelve years was just not get-
ting the job done.
Thankfully, then Governor Clinton,
rose to the national stage and swept in
responsible leadership. During his time
as President the economy has blossomed
and opportunities have increased for all.
Our nation has peacefully stayed out
of serious global conflicts, and President
Clinton has worked continuously for
world peace and progress. Look at the
record: the man has gotten results. We
all have to be thankful for the prosper-
ity that our nation has been subjected
to under his eight year reign.
This goes for Republicans also. The
Clinton legacy should not be seen
through partisan lenses because as a na-
tion we ALL have prospered from
Clinton administration. After all, Bill
Clinton is the embodiment of the Ameri-
can Dream.
He is living proof that a young
boadministration. After all, Bill Clinton
is the embodiment of the American
Dream.
He is living proof that a young boy
from Hope, Arkansas can grow up to
become a Rhodes Scholar, then a
prominent Governor and finally lead
. our nation fearlessly as President of
the United States.
This should inspire everyone espe-
cially if one looks at his successful ad-
ministration. Thank you President
Clinton for eight great years and our na-
tion will certainly miss your leadership.
David Alexander'03
President of College Democrats . /. .'
A Legacy That is Not so Much up in the Air
Bill Clinton beat George Bush in 1992
after having served as Governor of Ar-
kansas from 1978-1992. Clinton over-
came various scandals during the '92
campaign, including his apparent affair
with Gennifer Flowers, to defeat the in-
cumbent George Bush. In spite of Bush's
victory in Kuwait and a one-time ap-
proval rating of 91%, Clinton was able to
win the Presidency by attacking Bush's
economic record and Bush's false prom-
ise of "no new taxes."
History-will show Clinton as having
been the president who led us to the
greatest economic boom in our
nation's history. Clinton has led us
from a budget deficit to a budget sur-
plus during his eight years. Clinton's
administration has allowed us to pay
down the national debt for the third
year in a row this year. Twenty-two
million new jobs, the lowest unem-
ployment rate in 30 years, and the low-
est poverty rate in 20 years are some
of the things that his administration
can claim.
Clinton's administration is respon-
sible for the lowest crime rate in a gen-
eration, the expansion of work study and
Pell grants for College students, the low-
est percentage of people on welfare in 35
years, the 1994 Hate Crimes Act. Medi-
care reform, environmental protection,
and the growth in technology and
internet based business. The resolution
of the conflict in Kosovo, progress in the
Middle East, the recent attempt at peace
between North and South Korea, as well
as opening up of markets in China and
in the Western Hemisphere through
NAFTA will benefit our nation in the
years to come.
What will President William
Jefferson Clinton's legacy be? How will
history view Bill Clinton? Will he be
viewed as an Oxford Roads Sholar who,
when he became Governor of Arkansas
in 1978, was the youngest governor in
the country and then went on to be one
of the youngest Presidents in our his-
tory in the John F. Kennedy mold? Will
the name of Monica Lewinsky or the
Whitewater, and Lincoln bedroom
scandals forever tarnish his presidency?
Maybe Clinton will be remembered
as one of the greatest political minds of
his time for being able to maneuver
through these scandals and maintain a
high national approval rating,,In the
end only time will answer these ques-
tions. ;
J. Russell Fugett'01 .
President of the SGA . "
A Lacking Responsibility Hurts Executive
While Bill Clinton's greatest short-
coming is his personal conduc t while in
office, conservative thinkers should in-
stead concentrate on his politics, as the
chief executive of a nation.
. The President has failed us in three
key areas: his failure to manage impor-
tant problems and fire those responsible
for their creation, his poorly-crafted use
of troops in ambiguous overseas mis-
sions, and his fattening of the federal
government.
Attorney General, Janet Reno's mis-
handling of the Waco case, and Sec-
retary of Energy, Bill Richardson's
failure to protect atomic secrets both
required presidential involvement. At
a time when he should have replaced
these people, he silently watched
from the sidelines. In one case, our
national security interests were com-
promised, and in the other case, the
ideals of'.our own Constitution were
called, into question. •
• The use of force, both at home and
abroad must not begin until there is a
,Clear goal, with set objectives. Our gen-
erals must be relied upon to make the
best decisions on behalf of our armed
forces. The President unfairly jeopar-
dized the lives of our troops through his
own uninformed decisions, in Bosnia and
elsewhere.
Lastly, the President has run a budget
that yielded a surplus. This money be-
longs to the people, not to the govern-
ment. The government should take only
the money it needs to finance pre-ar-
ranged programs,
Other funds should be returned to
the people. Tradition dictates that
when a ship sinks, the captain goes
down with it. Bill Clinton is a captain
that has jumped ship..He has system-
atically failed to take responsibility
for his administration's shortcomings,
and his own.
Today, we will finally end this era, and
begin a new one of responsibility and
dignity in Washington with George W.
Bush.
Barrett Bijur'01
Republican Student Leader
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On The Beat
When Kegs Fly!
Saturday at 2:55 a female student was hit in the head by an
empty keg. The student was coherent and conscious when
Campus Safety arrived, and the officer reported that she was
not bleeding profusely. TCERT and the ambulance both re-
sponded, and the student was transported to Hartford Hospi-
tal. She returned to campus around 4:15 pm. The person who
threw the keg was not identified, but it is believed that the
incident was unintentional.
Burning Down the House
At 7:40 pm on November 4 Campus Safety and the Hart-
ford Fire Department responded to a call from 137-139 Allen
Place, better known as Lockwood. It appeared that the fire
began with a couch, the charred frame of which remained,
and spread to the garage. The interior of the garage was still
burning when the fire trucks arrived. Several witnesses re-
ported observing two males, between the ages of 15-19, flee-
ing the rear of the house on bicycles. No further identification
of the suspects was possible.
Chestnuts Roasting on an
Open Fire
Later on the 4th, students at 94 Vernon Street, more com-
monly known as Pike, started a bonfire. Located on the west
side of the house, students were pouring accelerant over the
fire, making the flames leap higher and higher. The fire mar-
shal was present on campus and went to the house to put out
the fire. He informed the students there that a permit was
necessary to have an open fire, and without a permit a fire
truck had to be present. Some students did not respond well
to this intrusion, especially a few sitting on the roof. These
students were verbally belligerent, cursing at the marshal and
Campus Safety Officers and claiming that this was a private
property.
Friends in Low Places
At about 7.00 pm on November 2nd, a professor spotted an
off campus youth pulling at the doors of a computer closet in
a chemistry classroom. When questioned the youth replied
that he was "looking for a friend.1' He promptly left. Fifteen
minutes later a librarian called with a complaint, the suspect
matching the description given by the professor. Campus
Safety and Hartford Police Department responded, and the
youth was arrested for trespassing.
Golf Cart Derby
On November 3rd, 5-6 youths were spotted with a golf cart,
taken from Buildings and Grounds. When they realized that
they had been spotted by a Campus Safety officer, they aban-
doned the cart and fled on foot.
Hartford Police Department observed eigh t students riding
down College Terrace in a golf cart at 2:20 am on November
4. The students, realizing they were caught, fled towards the
Hamlin arch. One of the suspects was caught and detained.
He stated that he and his friends had seen the cart near
Hamlin, Arch and wanted to take it for a joy ride. The inci-
dent was reported to the Dean's Office.
Beware of Shirtless Running
Students
At midnight on November 5th, 8 male students were re-
ported for assaulting students. Standing on the long walk by
the Jarvis Arch, these students were blocking the path of the
Court Chase. They threatened and pushed several runners.
One student attempted to intervene, and one of the men in
the group punched him in the left side of the face. He was
taken totheER. All 8 males suspected vanished without iden-
tification.
Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater
At 10:30 pm on November 4 a student broke a third floor
window in Jarvis. This circumstance happened because two
students - one on the third floor and one outside on the Up-
per Long Walk - were playing catch with pieces of pumpkin.
After several tosses, one particularly badly aimed tossed
missed the student waiting to receive it. Instead it went into a
nearby window. This was reported as an accident.
Trinity Court Chase
• •-...
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Court Chase participants pose in front of the Chapel following the fourth
annual running. The race features a sprint around the quad at the stroke of
midnight. However, the record set by Ben Appleyard '98 still stands.
BETH CILLIGAN
Nostalgia, Football, Kids and
Cute Dogs: Homecoming 2000
Loss to Amherst Doesn't Dampen Spirits on Fine Afternoon
continued from page one
coming," quipped Danny
Atwood '04 as he prepared a
"Depth Charge" for another
hapless Freshman. "Of course,
this happens every Thursday,"
he added.
Whether routine or not, the
revelry was in full swing by the
time the weekend rolled
around, just in time for the ar-
rival of the alumni. As students
the Frisbee team barely avoided
winging passersby as they fin-
ished off a spirited game of
Frisbee-golf, and the giant "A"
was burned on the main quad
amidst much hooting and
hollering.
On Saturday, the legendary
combination of the Homecom-
ing football game and tailgate
party was inundated with stu-
dents and alumni alike. Return-
"It makes you think
too different from
nowadays have a lot
alumni"
- things really aren't
back then. Students
in common with the
- Cyriac George '04
took off in droves to resupply
their beer stocks, their parking
spaces were taken by the re-
turning alums, many with fam-
ily in tow. The walkways were
soon speckled with small
groups, ranging in age from
twentysomething to elderly, as
they proudly showed their
families and children around
campus.
"I want him to see his future
home," said one proud father
with a wink as he led his tod-
dler down the, Life-Science
Quad.
Th,e groups of tapered off as
night fell, wisely acceding the
walkways to the drunken wan-
derings of the current student
body. A few hardy souls re-
mained to take in the night life,
or visit with old f rat cronies and
see if the houses were still
standing.
Many groups on campus took
advantage of the electric atmo-
sphere; the cheerleaders prac-
ticed under the watchful eye of
the deejays on the main quad,
•ICH BEIN EIN BERLINER
AIRBORNE'
E 3j
ing alums were treated to a nail-
biter of a game, as well as a veri-
table bazaar of alcohol, beer
pong, and barbecue found be-
hind the stadium.
Security concerning bever-
ages was noticeably lax, pre-
sumably in honor of the alumni,
allowing many students the op-
portunity to get dead drunk at
two o' clock in the afternoon in
broad daylight. Most alums, be-
ing Trinity graduates them-
selves, took it in stride.
One such alum from the class
of 1952 regaled those students
in the stands with an account of
a homecoming game in 1949
during which an undefeated
Trinity team crushed Amherst.
When asked about how he
viewed all the alcohol-related
shenanigans surrounding
homecoming, he responded
it's former state. Beirut tables
were folde'd, hangovers were
nursed, final good-byes were
said, and numbers were ex-
changed as alumni began to
head their separate ways.
"We'll see you next year!"
shouted one group of happy al-
ums to a gathering of students
as they left the campus,
'' -AW 'in' all'," m M *!tj'dettts
seemed to find homecoming
weekend to be a good experi-
ence for all involved, and not
only because of the drunken
debauchery. Many students
made good use of the time to
network with returning alumni,
and almost everyone who
struck up a conversation with
an alum found that Trinity's in-
fluence extends far outside the
campus fences.
Cyriac George '04, a Jarvis
resident, summed it all up on
Sunday morning; "It makes you
think - things really aren't too
different from back then. Stu-
dents nowadays have a lot in
common with the alumni. Any-
way, I think it was definitely a
good weekend." Dana Betterton
'02 added, "Homecoming
rules...there's nothing like
drunken alumni wandering
around pretending that they're
still in college. I didn't actually
see any of the football game, but
the tailgates were coolf
Among one of the non-alco-
hol events, there was a book
signing of the book entitled
Trinity College in the Twentieth
"Nothing has changed - the only difference
is, back then we won the game."
:•:• Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web siteH www.AirborneHealth.
or call 1-800-590-9794
i.eon
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with a twinkle in his eye, "Noth-
ing has changed - the only dif-
ference is, back then we won the
game."
Saturday night proved to be
relatively tame by comparison,
as current students ran out of
steam (and beer). Those alumni
who chose to stay for the entire
weekend proceeded with their
various get-togethers and
events planned by the college.
As Sunday dawned, the col-
lege slowly began returning to
Century: a History, which is de-
scribed by President Dobelle s
offering "a detailed account of
Trinity's growth as a premier
liberal arts college: its internal
struggles, curricular debates,
responses to new intellectual
currents, and adjustment to
such developments in the wider
society as the emergence of
mass higher education in the
decades following World War II
and the surge of student activ-
ism in the 1960s."
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Groundbreaking Underway for New Hiilel House
BY MARCIE
5
 YOSELEVSKY
News Writer
If you've strolled along
Vernon Street or Allen Place in
the last week or so you may have
noticed the new construction
site. The rough beginnings that
can be found there are the mod-
est beginning of a new $2.5 mil-
lion Hiilel building being
constructed.
The building is expected to
be completed in approximately
one year, opening in the fall of
aiming to strengthen itself, both
in terms of membership and
programming, according to
Rebekah Shapiro, Hiilel Direc-
tor.
The new building couldn't
come at a better time, as Trinity
recently launched a new major
in Jewish Studies. While its
course offerings are more than
comparable to other small lib-
eral arts schools, a stronger pres-
ence of Jewish life on campus is
needed to attract students inter-
ested in the major.
Chair of the Religion Depart-
ment and Jewish Studies Pro-
"The most significant development for
furthering Trinity's commitment to developing
diversity and making Jewish students feel
welcome" - Ron Kiener, Professor of Religion
2001. This is exciting news for
Trinity's chapter of Hiilel, the
nationwide campus organiza-
tion for Jewish students. Since
its inception here on Trinity's
campus, the organization has
never had a building of its own.
Hiilel currently occupies the
first floor of a home at 30 Cres-
cent St. The combination of the
somewhat distant location and
small facility make this space
inadequate for an organization
gram Director Ron Kiener sees
the construction of the Hiilel
building as "the most signifi-
cant development for further-
ing Trinity's commitment to
developing diversity and mak-
ing Jewish students feel wel-
come." Not only an "expression
of support," the new building
will be a "stunning facility."
This sentiment was echoed
by Hiilel President Katie Light
'03, who is rejoicing at having
The Big Dig: Construction equipment on the site of the new Hiilel House on
Allen Place behind Campus Safety. Hiilel will join the Umoja House, AASA
House, and LVL House on the northeast end of campus.
HAKNAH GANT
moved from the planning to the
construction phase. "This has
been so long in coming," she ex-
plained, "and we're closer now
than we've ever been before." In
designing the new building,
Hillels at other schools in New
England were researched. As
Katie excitedly explained "the
architects combined the best of
everything from the other
Hillels, fixed the problems and
came up with this fantastic
building."
The construction of the new
building will serve also as an
integral part of the campus' de-
sire to diversify both the intel-
lectual and cultural life on
campus, providing students
with a place to study, worship
and engage in social events. Ron
kitchen, a living room, a study,
offices, generous public spaces,
and an outdoor terrace. Some of
thestudy spaces and offices up-
stairs are being built with the
thought that at some time Hiilel
may wish to make the building
a residence for a small group of
students.
The project is being funded
largely by a generous lead gift
by Henry Zachs, a Trinity alum-
"The architects combined the best of
everything from the other Hillels, fixed the
problems and came up with this fantastic
building."- Katie Light '03
The Big Dig, Part 2: The giant crater on Allen Place being dug is for the
foundation of the $2.5 million Hiilel House, scheduled to open in Fall 2001.
HANNAH GANT
Thomas, Vice President and
Chief of Staff, has led the project
through the planning phase
and feels that our new Hiilel
House will offer the Jewish
community at Trinity an im-
portant cultural and spiritual
center on campus, and it will
contribute to the vital vibrant
cultural life of the broader col-
lege community as well.
The architect's plans call for
a large function room, a kosher
nus and Trustee as well as Hart-
ford civic leader. Other friends
of Hiilel have stepped forward
with contributions as well,
bringing the budget to its cur-
rent $2.5 million.
As Hiilel member Devin
Goodman '01 commented, "it's.,
incredibly exciting that the new
building, which had become
something of a myth, is now a
reality we can all look forward
to."
Texas A&M
Group Quits
Off-Campus
Bonfire
(U-WIRE) COLLEGE STA-
TION, Texas — Keep The Fire
Burning (KTFB) announced
Friday that it will not build an
off-campus bonfire at Texas
A&M University in 2000. Due
to time restraints and problems
with insurance the group de-
cided not to follow through
with its Nov. 22 bonfire plans.
KTFB could have proceeded
with cut this weekend and fin-
ished in time for the planned
burning of the stack, but that
would have left "a lot of room
for error," said KTFB board
member Will Clark.
Texas A&M President Dr. Ray
M. Bowen imposed a two-year
moratorium on Aggie Bonfire in
May after the Special Commis-
sion on the 1999 Aggie Bonfire
released its report on the Bonfire
collapse.
KTFB, which originally
formed to oppose the abolition
of Bonfire, announced in Au-
gust plans for a student-built,
off-campus bonfire.
KTFB cited the safety of its
smaller-scaled design and
promised strict enforcement of
anti-alcohol and safety regula-
tions at cut and stack sites. It
continued its plans until the
group was faced with insurance
problems earlier this month,
causing it to cancel plans for
first cut.
Clark said Aggie Bonfire's bad
safety record contributed to the
difficulty in insuring the KTFB
companies would look at [what
was done at Aggie Bonfire in the
past] and say, 'That could hap-
pen.'"
KTFB submitted detailed
maps of the bonfire's location,
safety manuals and carefully
worded procedure plans to in-
surance companies for review.
Insurers met with the group be-
fore consulting industry profes-
sionals to verify every aspect of
the group's plan, Clark said.
KTFB board members de-
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bonfire. He said that putting to-
gether an insurance plan to pro-
tect the student workers took
longer than the group expected.
'The way the University has
addressed safety issues in the
past meant he had to prove ev-
erything we were planning [to
the insurance companies],"
Clark said. "Separating our-
selves from the University [Bon-
fire] was really tough; their
neglect for safety issues put a
shadow on us. No matter how
safe we went about it, insurance
clined to accept a policy that
was offered to the group last
week. Group members reasoned
that plans for the off-campus
bonfire would, at this point, be
"rushed." The group's decision
not to proceed was in part due
to not having enough time to
complete a safe project, Clark
said.
"People would be rushing
around and tend to overlook
safety procedures to try and get
[the bonfire's building] done in
time," he said.
Same-Sex
Union Debate
Heats up at
Duke
(U-WIRE) DURHAM, N.C. -
Trying to reshape Duke
University's approach to same-
sex unions in the Chapel, the
Duke Conservative Union has
launched a lobbying campaign
that began with a full-page ad-
vertisement in Wednesday's
edition of The Chronicle.
"We're concerned that Presi-
dent Keohane has politicized
the Chapel and... there's a suspi-
cion that the real interest be-
hind this is related to the
Princeton Review survey that
we heard about last year," said
graduate student Eric Adler,
DCU director of communica-
tions.
Each year, the Princeton Re-
view releases a ranking of how
hostile universities are to gay
and lesbians. Last year, Duke
was at the top of the list.
The DCU argued in its letter
that allowing same-sex unions
in the Chapel would be the
equivalent of granting religious
approval to such ceremonies.
"Seeing as how the Chapel is
an interdenominational reli-
gious facility, I believe that it
should be used to maintain the
traditions, the beliefs arid the
core values of those people,who
support the Chapel .;:•" said jun-
ior Jordan Capps/a'mernber of
Campus Crusade for Christ. He;
added that he appreciated the
DCU's advertising.campaign.'
"They were right to express the!
opinion of such a large group of;
students that as of yet has not
fully expressed its disagree-
ment with the policy that's be-
ing discussed," he said.
But sophomore Jillian
Johnson, co-president of Gothic
Queers, disagreed with Capps'
religion-based argument.
The issue of allowing same-
sex unions in the Chapel has
nothing to do with religion," she
said.
"This is an issue of a Univer-
sity policy that denies specific
couples the right to use a Uni-
versity building to perform a
ceremony that other couples are
allowed to perform... Our non-
discrimination policy is what
really matters in this particular
situation."
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Registration Woes May Soon Come
to an End Wtih Online System
Online Registration Scheduled to Begin In April 2001, Says Registrar
BY TALIA KROHN
News Writer
Last week, with advance registration
for next semester already upon us, Trin-
ity students carried on the much-hated
tradition of getting up early on Monday
morning to run around trying to be
among the first to put their little white
slip in the envelope outside a professors
office, thereby securing their spot in a
class for spring semester.
But these days of advance registration
chaos will soon be over. Starting next
April, with the Fall 2001 registration pe-
riod, students will be able to register for
classes online, using the new online stu-
dent record system that has been in con-
struction for several years. This new
system, according to Sylvia DeMore,
Registar, is already in use by the student
accounts, human resources, and payroll
offices; and is almost ready for use in the
registrar's office as well. "All of these of-
fices have bee working hard on this sys-
tem for two years," DeMore said. "It is a
major project when a school changes stu-
dent record systems."
Linked to the Trinity home page, the
new web-based class registration system
will allow each student secure pass-
word-based access to his or her personal
account, allowing students to view their
transcript, personal information, and
class schedule online. Most importantly,
when registration period rolls around,
this system will also allow students to
register for their classes right from their
computer.
With the new online registration sys-
tem, many aspects of the current system
will persist yet the hassles of running
around with PI slips at 8 am will be
eliminated. How it works is this: A few
on line outside, you will be standing on
line in cyberspace."
Professors, for the most part, agree that
online registration will make life just a
little easier for everyone involved. How-
ever, as professor Robert Peltier, lecturer
for the Alan K. Smith Writing Center
noted, "of course, that may have its
downside, too, for students. I think I'll
find it easier to close my classes when I
don't have the human student knocking
at my door explaining that my class is
the only class that fits her schedule and
she's heard really good things about this
class and that she's really a very good stu-
dent and if only I'll let her into this class
she'll always be prepared and full of en-
ergy and participate enthusiastically..."
Regardless, for many students this
change is quite welcome, as many are
unhappy with the way registration cur-
This is your last
chance...
Remember to
Vote!
Today!
Last Day!
Polls close at
8:00...
/ think I'll find it easier to close my classes when I don't
have the human student knocking at my door explaining
that my class is the only class that fits her schedule and
she's heard good things about this class." - Robert Peltier
weeks before advising week, students
will receive memos informing them of
the specific days they will be allowed to
log onto the system and begin registra-
tion. These will be scheduled according
to seniority, with seniors being able to
register the first few days, juniors the
next few, and so on. Before students are
allowed to simply sign on and register for
classes, however, they must first meet
with their advisor, who will then issue
them a pin nunftfer 'necessary td ifegte-'
ter online for classes. This provision will
ensure that students do not circumvent
the advising process.
With the new system, the roles of the
advisors and the course instructors will
not be diminished. The rules of the game,
essentially, will stay the same, only now,
as DeMoore puts it "Instead of standing
LOOKING F O R A FULL-TIME JOB,
SUMMER JOB, OR INTERNSHIP?
Don't be lost in the crowd....
UPDATE YOUR
TRINITY RECRUITING PROFILE
AND UPLOAD YOUR RESUME. . .
FIND TRINITY RECRUITING BY VISITING -
www.trincoll.edu/depts/career/studehts/welcome.htm
rently works. "I hate waking up early just
to go drop off a slip for a class I probably
won't even get into," complained one
sophomore. "This semester I got up at the
crack of dawn to drop off my slips, and
got shut out of two classes because jun-
iors and seniors had priority."
Other students complain that the cur-
rent system is not conducted fairly. "I
hate it when people come later and put
their slips behind everyone else's so it
'< lookslike they were their first,'1 said one
junior. "If it were done online, this
couldn't happen. Who ever hit the site
first would get to sign up first, and people
couldn't cheat even if they wanted to."
And some students are just sick of
signing up for classes in any way, shape
or form. "I'm just glad this is my last reg-
istration," said Helena Carvalo, '01.
Lieberman
Coming to
Trinity on
Wednesday
continued from page one
for Trinity. I am just thankful that our
school will be able to play a role in the
conclusion ol this election season."
Of course, not everyone is as certain
that Lieberman will be Vice President-
Elect tomorrow morning. Tim Herbst
'02, who predicts Bush winning the elec-
tion with 298 Electoral Votes, com-
mented that, "It's good to see Joe
Lieberman getting out and seeing people
after such a crushing loss."
Bill Jenkins '03, President of College
Republicans, echoed that statement, say-
ing, "I think it will be good exposure to
reactions in the aftermath of losing a
national election."
This will be Lieberman's second visit
to Frog Hollow during the campaign sea-
son. In late September, he appeared at a
press conference at the Learning Corri-
dor, across Broad Street from the
Fieldhouse where he will appear tomor-
row.
"It's exciting for Trinity and it really
validates us as a place that those who are
in public office consider to be an impor-
tant American institution," added Presi-
dent Dobelle.
"Remembering now that Joe went to
Yale both undergrad and graduate, he
could have just as easily flown there.
"He's either conitnuing in his third
term in the united states senate and pos-
sibly in the majority or he's the vice presi-
dent of the United States. 1 think it's
for us"
This is the second major post-election
rally Trinity has held this year. In Feb-
ruary, Democratic Presidential candi-
date Bill Bradley held a rally in the
Vernon Social Center the morning fol-
lowing the New Hampshire Primary.
CAREER SERVICES
THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT...
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8,2000
ABERCROMB1E & FITCH Information Session 7PM - McCook #106
HOW TO GET THERE FROM HERE SCIENCE PANEL 7:00PM - Wesleyan University^
FORDHAM DISTRIBUTORS Resume Deadline Graphic Designer
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9,2000
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Interview Date Painter Room
N E W ENGLAND CONSERVATORY information session - 6 PM -
Keller Room of the New England Conservatory
ENGINEERING PANEL AND DINNER - Hamlin Hail - 6:00 PM
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10,2000
F A L L RECRUITING CONSORTIUM - N E W Y O R K interview Date
American Management Association - 1601 Broadway - New York NY
UCONN LAW SCHOOL VISIT - Information Session - 8:45AM Mnther Parking Lot
UCONN Law School
ABN-AMRO INCORPORATED Resume Deadline Phone Clerk /
Customer Rep. Liaison
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13,2000
PEOPLE'S BANK Interview Date Corporate Professional
Development Program
COMEDY CENTRAL Resume Deadline Internships
CONNECTICUT CONFERENCE OF MUNICIPALITIES
Resume Deadline - Internships for the following departments:
Marketing, Public Relations, Risk Management, Research, Government,
Finance, Labor Relations, Public Administration, Human Resources,
Law, Legislative, Environmental Management
JEFFERSON HOUSE Resume Deadline Radiology Film Clerk
N E W Y O R K RECRUITING CONNECTION-JANUARY Resume Deadline
VAIL RESORTS Resume Deadline Internships
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14,2000
ADAMS, HARKNESS & HILL Interview Date Analyst Position
GREENPOINT FINANCIAL Interview Date
Accelerated Management Development Program
CIGNA Information Session 7PM-8PM Rittenberg Lounge
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ANY OFTHESE EVENTS...
STOP BY CAREER SERVICES OR CHECK OUT TRINITY RECRUITING
(WWW.TRINCOLL.EDU/DEPTS/CAREER/STUDENT/WELCOME.IITM)
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Morris Appointed New Director of Campus
Safety Following Firing of Neil McLaughlin
continued from page one
clared, "I think that's private. I
think it's not appropriate to talk
about it in the press."
Several sources confirm that
Herzberger made the final de-
cision in this matter, although
President Dobelle went on
record saying that "I don't think
that she 'forced him out' would
be the proper terminology."
Confusion about the reasons
for the termination of
McLaughlin's employment still
exists.
President Dobelle stated, "He
didn't leave abruptly. It was, I
Vice President for Student
Services Sharon Herzberger
gather, after a series of conver-
sations with Sharon and Mike
West and Neil and others.
Sometimes it's just not a good fit
and the fit wouldn't necessarily
be among the senior level but
among the men and women of
campus safety.
"There was a malaise going
on in public safety from the
bottom up, and [Herzberger,
West and McLaughlin] came to
an agreement that this wasn't
the right job or the right per-
son."
Charles Morris countered
this statement, commenting
that "we worked
well together; he
was a pretty good
colleague." He
continued, noting
that he hadn't
heard any specific
complaints from
the officers.
Herzberger also
denied that deci-
sions McLaughlin
made as director
were the root of
the problem.
"Nothing dra-
matic that is dif-
ferent will come
with this change
of directorship....
Mr. McLaughlin
was continuing
along those paths
as well and I don't
anticipate any
changes,"
I n i t i a l l y
/FILE PHOTO,
Herzberger commented that "I
don't see his leaving as likely to
affect the community." When
pressed, she continued, "To the
question about the impact on
the student body, the only thing
I can say is that there is not any-
thing. I think you would hear
if there were questions about
his directing the Campus Safety
officers to go into people's
rooms or something. There re-
ally is not a scandal here."
Asked directly why
McLaughlin was dismissed,
Herzberger replied, "I honestly
don't think it's relevant. I think
that personnel matters should
be kept private for very good
reasons, and I think that what
I've already stated for the record
is true. I am sorry that this
didn't work out. I value Mr.
McLaughlin's experience and
his expertise in a lot of differ-
ent areas, but he has left."
Before his dismissal,
McLaughlin was placed on pro-
bation, following a meeting
with Herzberger and West.
Sources close to the issue say
McLaughlin unsuccessfully at-
tempted to challenge this pro-
bation.
Herzberger, when asked
about the probation, said only,
"I don't see any reason to go into
more detail on this."
West refused to comment to
the Tripod on this issue.
Student leaders are con-
cerned about the abrupt dis-
missal • and the way the
administrative officials are
handling it.
Matt Anderson '02, Commu-
nity Development Chair for
SGA, said that he felt
McLaughlin was "moving in
the right direction, but 1 don't
feel he really had a chance to get
started."
SGA President Russell Fugett
'01 noted that "students deserve
a better explanation than what
we've gotten. This is very
fishy..."
While the reasons behind
McLaughlin's dismissal are still
unclear, Charles Morris is wel-
comed in his re-
turn to the
position of Direc-
tor. President
Dobelle said, "I al-
ways thought that
Charlie Morris -
who has no per-
sonal ambition,
but only the good
of the department
and the college in
mind ~ was a per-
son I'd hoped
would succeed
Brian Kelly,.,
Charlie was al-
ways a strong
candidate, and
I'm pleased he
stepped up to it,
which is probably
what should have
happened in the
beginning.
Herzberger, in
••her e-mail to the
student body, in-
formed readers that "[Morris]
looks forward to building excel-
lent relations between Campus
Safety and the entire Trinity
community. He looks upon
Campus Safety officers as 'am-
bassadors for the College,' and
wants all people to turn to them
for help."
Bringing 21 years of experi-
ence in the Hartford Police De-
partment and nine years in the
employment at Trinity College,
Morris told the Tripod that he
hopes to stay on campus for an-
other four or five years.
New Director of Campus
Safety Charles Morris.
SARAMERIN
Clinton Vetoes
a Bill on
Protecting
Secrets
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton vetoed a bill renewing
the authority of the nation's in-
telligence agencies Saturday
because it contained what he
called a "badly flawed provi-
sion" that would make it a
crime for a government official
to disclose classified informa-
tion.
The measure was hotly de-
bated within the administra-
tion and vigorously opposed by
news executives and civil lib-
ertarians, who said the bill
would stanch the flow of infor-
mation vital to a free society.
Critics said the bill would
create the equivalent of
Britain's Official Secrets Act
that imposes harsh punish-
ment on those who transmit
classified information and on
those who receive and publish
it.
Mr. Clinton rejected the bill,
even though it had been sup-
ported by the Justice Depart-
ment and Central Intelligence
Agency. He said .in his veto
message that he concluded that
the bill "is overbroad and may
unnecessarily chill legitimate
activities that are at the heart
of a democracy."
The provision, part of the in-
telligence authorization bill,
would have made leaking clas-
sified information a felony
punishable by fines and up to
three years in prison. It would
have applied to present or
former government officials
and private individuals with
security clearances.
The president concluded
that the bill was fatally flawed
because it covered too much
data and too many people in
and out of government, offi-
cialssaid.
Millions of pages of docu-
ments are routinely stamped
"secret" each year not only at
the C.I.A., the Pentagon and the
National Security Council, but
throughout the government as
well.
Arafat and
Barak to Meet
With Clinton in
Separate
Peace Talks
GAZA CITY, Gaza (CNN) -
Both Palestinian Authority
President Yasser Arafat and Is-
raeli Prime Minister Ehud
Barak are expected to arrive in
Washington next week for
talks with U.S. President Bill
Clinton, the White House said.
News of the meetings; is
breathing fresh hope into peace
efforts aimed at ending five
weeks of Middle East violence
and achieving a broader peace
agreement.
Israeli and Palestinian
sources told CNN that face-to-
face meetings between Barak
and Arafat were unlikely.
Arafat formally accepted
Clinton's invitation on Sunday
and is expected to meet Thurs-
day with Clinton. No date for.
Barak's visit has been an-
nounced, but Israeli Radio re-
ported that he planned to meet
with Clinton next Sunday.
Clinton is scheduled to depart
that same day for Asia, a trip
that will take him to Hawaii,
Brunei, and Vietnam.
Despite a truce agreement
reached Wednesday night be-
tween Arafat and former Israeli
Prime Minister Shimon Peres,
two more Palestinians were
shot and killed Sunday in Gaza.
The deaths raised the total
number of people killed in five
weeks of Israeli-Palestinian
clashes to 185, all but 17 of them
being Palestinians or Israeli Ar-
abs.
U.S. Does Not
Object to Iraqi
Domestic
Flights
, WASHINGTON - The
United States has no objection
to Iraq's resumption Sunday of
domestic air flights, a Clinton
administration official said.
Iraqi domestic planes flew
from Baghdad to Basra in the
south and Mosul in the north.
Both flights required Iraqi
planes to fly through the. so-
called no-fly zones that are en-
forced by the United States and
Britain.
Both Britain and the United
States say the no-fly zones tar-
get military aircraft only.
According to a U.S. official,
the United States will "con-
tinue to enforce the no-fly
zone" and "will insure that
nothing happens that will en-
able Iraq to use their Air Force
in any militarily significant
way."
Iraqi domestic flights ended
during the Persian Gulf War in
1991. Iraq resumed some flights
in 1992 but quickly stopped
them. U.S. officials say it is up
to Iraq to decide whether to
schedule domestic flights in
the no-fly zone.
The United States and Brit-
ain enforce the northern and
southern no-fly zones to pro-
tect Shi'ite Muslims in the
south and a Kurdish enclave in
the north from possible attacks
by Baghdad troops.
Under United Nations sanc-
tions enacted as punishment
for Iraq's 1990 invasion of Ku-
wait, non-Iraqi airlines are
barred from flying to Iraq.
The United States and Brit-
ain want to keep the sanctions
in place as long as Iraqi Presi-
dent
Saddam Hussein remains in
power, while France, China and
Russia oppose the sanctions.
But in recent months there
have been numerous flights
into Baghdad, described by the
government as humanitarian,
Man Dies in
Fall at Disney
World
ORLANDO (CNN) - A visi-
tor to Disney World died aEter
stepping out of a ride at the
theme park Sunday, officials
said
The 37-year-old man was a
passenger on the Splash Moun-
tain water ride when the acci-
dent happened around 2 p.m.,
spokeswoman ReneeCallahan
said. :
A spokesman with the Or-
ange County Sheriff's Office,
Bernie Presha, said the man
stepped out of the log-shaped
boat midway through the at-
traction, a mostly indoor flume
ride with several dips.
"The ride continued, there
were other boats coming by,
and one of them struck the in-
dividual on the upper torso,"
Presha said,
He said it was unclear why
the man, believed to have been
visiting the park with a friend,
left the boat, or whether he
slipped after exiting. •
Witnesses reported seeing
the man alongside the water
flume. :
Following the accident,
Disney officials evacuated and
shut down the ride, Callahan
said. Presha said the sheriff's of-
fice was continuing its investi-
gation.
The man was taken to the
emergency room at Celebra-
tion Hospital, where he was
pronounced dead at 3:08 p.m.,
hospital spokesman Matt
Jacques said. : ,
The victim's name and de-
tails of his injuries were with-
held pending notification of
relatives.
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Open Opportunity for Students to Get Involved
Gold-Katz Fund for Human R ights Offers Funds for A ny Scholarly Pursuit of Human R ights Interests
BY ABIGAIL THOMAS
News Editor
This week the Human Rights
Fund committee announced
that they were accepting stu-
dent proposals. The question is
what is the Human Rights
Fund, and where did it come
from. The answer is simple -
two Trinity professors.
Professor of Modern Lan-
guages Dori Katz and Professor
of Economics Andrew Gold
have established this fund to
help finance student research.
Katz noted, "This fund is really
meant to give students who are
working on any kind of issue
dealing with human rights rac-
ism or anti-Semitism or any-
thing like that in any class of.
project or study abroad some
extra money. It's not big enough
to sustain them completely but
it should be helpful."
The fund is not connected tot
he Human Rights Program; the
funds are available to a ny inter-
ested students. Both professors
did acknowledge, though, the
Human Rights Program as a
catalyst for following through
with this idea.
"As to why we did it, 1 think
that for certain it was very
much influenced by having the
Human Rights Program here at
the college. I think that it is re-
ally kind of inspirational, meet-
ing some of the people, people
with such enormous courage.
That's % ; p s l t ^
though that's not the total mo-
tivation," Gold clarified.
Katz confirmed this, adding,
"1 must say that it was the ad-
vent of the fund was a vague
idea in our minds that really
started to crystallize when
Miriam Elahi came here and
started the Human Rights Pro-
gram, because we saw such a
direct connection."
While both professors stated
that the fund has no specific
bent or purpose, there is an un-
derlying emphasis on projects
dealing with anti-Semitism.
The fund is given in honor of
Andree Guelen Herscovici, an
18 year old school teacher, Rev-
erend Father Bruno and the
Walshcots, a Flemish family, all
of whom aided children from
Belgium, saving them from the
Nazis during World War II, Pro-
fessor Katz was among these
children.
The fund is sort of given in
memory of people who were
very active in retrospect in hu-
man rights, although that
wasn't called that back then,
and the people who during the
war in Belgium, helped saved
Jewish Children, so it's specifi-
cally after those people," elabo-
rated Katz.
Gold also addressed the issue
of anti-Semitism. "There is anti-
Semitism in places that have
never seen a Jew. Anti-Semitism
reached a form where it didn't
affect my immediate family but
it did affect my wife's family
and I sort of. feet chat it's impor-
holocaust and so forth, not so.
much because it involves the
Jews but rather because it's this
pattern which is repeated."
While Gold and Katz both
discussed anti-Semitism, they
also made clear that there will
be no limitations on the kinds
of projects approved by the
committee.
In fact, neither founder is sit-
ting on the committee, whose
members include Maryam
Elahi, Director of the Human
Rights Program; Professors
Ellison Findly, Ron Kiener, and
Maurice Wade, and Dean
Ronald Spencer.
"[Professor Gold] and I decided
deliberately not to-be on the
committee because we didn't
want to have any influence on
who got the money," stated Katz.
"There are many things that we
are both interested in, but really
when you come right down to
it I think the purpose of an edu-
cation is to allow you to make
decisions and to try to have an
impact on the world. And it
seems to me that students who
do these projects are using their
education in the best possible
way, and we wanted to support
that."
Gold said," Neither [Professor
nor I are on the committee and
that was deliberate.' We both
decided no. I think both of us
felt we want the students to in-
vestigate the issues, and we
didn't want them to feel as if
they had to do things that fit
should feel morally about issues
the way I feel. The idea was that
students have to come to their
own truths about what was im-
portant. Part of the purpose of
the grant, the way it was struc-
tured, was to really encourage
students. Academic freedom -
what learning is - is to allow
students to become their own
people without my directing."
While neither professor is di-
rectly involved either on the
committee or in human right's
activities on campus, "We've
been very supportive of human
rights. We've gone to all the lec-
tures, and I think they've been
terrific, by the way. We've gone
to all the student presentations
I think the presentations by stu-
dents who'd been involved last
summer were terrific. So we're
very happy to be associated
with that, but informally," men-
tioned Katz.
Gold encouraged all students
to apply, "It's one thing to teach
about whether we should have
a minimum wage in the United
States -1 mean it's an interest-
ing question and it's an impor-
tant question - it's another thing
whether or not people should
be killing other people. And I
sort of feel as though that stu-
dents have to know, learn and
make the world a better place on
issues that are of such funda-
mental importance."
The funds donated by these
two professors are now avail-
able, and the Gold-Katz Fund
for Human Rights Committee is
reviewing applications on a
rolling basis.
X
CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $7.95 16"-Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50 on fried.' $1.00 on large
anchovies
 : bacon broccoli eggplant
garlic hamburger cherry peppers mushrooms
olives onions - pepperoni peppers
ricotta " sausage spinach tomatoes
SHEET PAN PIZZA
$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 each
• ' 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!
GRIN
COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM
TURKEY ..
PEPPERONt . . .
ROAST BEEF
T U N A
COMBO (2 kinds ol above) .
EGGPLANT PARMICIANA .
CHICKEN PABJM1GIANA . . .
CHICKEN CUTLET
VIAL PARMIGIANA . . . . . .
VEAl C U T I E T
STEAK/CHEESE
MEATBALLS . . . . . . . . . . .
SAUSAGE
B.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE .
ITALIAN
DERS
8" Halt 16 "Whole
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
. . . . . $ 3 . 9 5 . . . . . .
$4.50
$3.95 .
$4.25
. . . . . $ 4 . 2 5 . . . . . .
$ 4 . 2 5
$ 4 . 2 5
. . . . . $ 4 . 2 5 . . . . . .
. . . . . $ 3 . 9 5
$ 3 . 9 5
. . . . . $ 3 . 9 5
. . . , . $ 3 . 9 5
, . . . . $ 4 . 9 9
SALADS
C H I C K E N S A L A D . . . .
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes,
olives arid cucumbers.
CHEF SAIAD
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO
tomatoes, cucumber
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.
TUNA SALAD ..."
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$7.90
$9.00
$7.90
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50
$7.90
$7.90 •
$7.90
$7,90
$9.98
$6 00
$5 75
$5.75
$5.25
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD.'.'. ,
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.
TOSSED SALAD
,. $5.25
$1.05
Italian, Creamy Italian, French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousandlsland, and Lite Italian..
E x t r a D r e s s i n g . . . . . . . . .40?
SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, Hot) , . . . (10) $5.25
MOZZARELLA STICKS (8) :' $4.95
CHICKEN FINGERS .. (10) $4.95
GARLIC BREAD . . . . . (16") . . ' . , , . . . . $3.00
FRIES $1.99
CHIPS $.50
498B FARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD
23 6-2616
OPEN7DAySAWEEK«l1:00AM TO 2:00AMI
**FREE DELIVERY**
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase
Zke ftest Qhw for Zkeftest Vrite
COMBO SPECIAL I
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Bngers) '
2 Liter Soda j
Toppings Extra
*2,©QOFF I
Large !
Cheese Pizza '
n.ooorr i
Medium ' •
Cheese Pizzce • '
or j
2 CANS OF SODA
FREE . !
Buy a Latge Cheese i
With One Topping ,
And Get A Second •
Large Cheese For. 1
•S-99 1
i FREE i
2 LITER SODA 1
With Any Large I
, Cheese Pizza i
» BM _H'i_t am. _a B_ - a i|
Buy l^Q'fant Grinder j
1 ' Arid Q«t,
1
 lBAGOFCH_?S8t •
1 1 CAN SODA 1
1
 FHEE «
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
HOUSE SPECIAL MED $10.00 . LARGE $15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers. • .
CHICKEN PESTO . . . . MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.
SHRIMP PESTO . . . . . MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted In Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE.1 MED $7.95 ... LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM MED $7.95 ... LARGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN ,. MED $9.95 .. LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN MED $9.95
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.
, LARGE $13.25
Coupon Can't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order,
PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OK SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI OR SHELLS WITH SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . . . . . . $7.95
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA $8 95
V E A L P A R M I G I A N A W I T H P A S T A . . . . ; . . $7.95
BAKED ZITI ; $7.95
MEAT RAVIOLI $6.95
C H E E S E R A V I O L I ' , . . . • $6.95
VEGGIE RAVIOLI $6.95
Includes salad and roll
DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2,25
Cappachino Chocolate Cake $2.25
BEVERAGES
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Letter From London
Studying Art (and Dealing it) with Boston University
S. BROOKS HUSTON
London Correspondent
This semester I am studying in Lon-
don through Boston University. Trinity
has been sending its students on BU's
London program for several years, and is
willing to accept credit for most of the
classes. Over 250 students are
participating in the program
this semester. Many go to BU
but a lot of other colleges are
represented. I am one of two ' ' \
students on the program from
Trinity. All of us live in very • .* ,
attractive flats that are within , * •
walking distance of the actual > . .
University. The University is
located in South Kensington,
one of the most upscale
neighborhoods in London. It
is in a beautiful building that
used to be a very large private
residence. The building is
equipped with six classrooms,
a small library, a computer
laboratory with Internet ac-
cess, and several administra-
tive offices. All of the
professors on the program are
British and all teach at differ-
ent London universities.
The curriculum here is
very unique, and much differ-
ent from Trinity's. Each stu-
dent must choose a certain
track to study. The different
tracks include politics, fi-
nance, film, marketing, adver-
tising, journalism, etc. Each
track has a core course that is
requited, atvd.se.vetal^ elfettiwe.. •
classes that are optional. Stu-
dents are supposed to stick to
their track a*s closely as pos-
sible, but the administration
is pretty good about letting them stray
from it if need be. The so-called core
phase of the program lasts for about a
month and a half. During this time stu-
dents take their core class and an elec-
tive, preferably relating to their track.
After the core phase there is a week off
and then the semester resumes for an-
other two months. For the next two
months students have one class a week,
and an elective that does not have to be
part of their track. That class meets on
either a Monday or Friday. The rest of
the week we all work as interns for a
sets up interviews for each student with
different companies. Ideally everyone is
supposed to have found a position before
the week long break so that they can be-
gin as soon as they return. The three
classes plus the internship then adds up
to four credits for the semester.
I am an English literature major, and
unfortunately there is not a track that
relates to literature. As a result
I decided_to sign up for the art
history track. This track
sounded interesting because
the emphasis is more on visit-
ing museums and seeing art
first hand than it is on class-
room discussions. I thought it
would be a good way to see a
lot of the city while I am here.
So during the core phase 1 took
two art history classes. We
went to museums during al-
most, every class period. I got
to visit some of the most inter-
, esting places in London with
a very good guide, my profes-
sor Dr. Karla Rachman, for free,
and get credit! There were a
few papers and an exam for
each class, but overall the
work was not too difficult.
Once that phase was over we
had a week off, which every-
one used to travel. Flying
throughout Europe is much
less expensive than flying in
the States, so it was not diffi-
cult to go somewhere far away.
I ended up going to Greece for
the week, When I returned I
began another class and my
internship. 1 ana now taking a
Trin ity A round
the Globe
both make big headlines here, and
people constantly want to know what I
feel about the race.
My advice to anyone wanting to come
to London on this program or any other
would be first of all to sign up for courses
that are uniquely British. Find courses
that you will get much more out of
studying in London than anywhere else.
I highly recommend art history courses
because they get you out of the classroom
and allow you to see things first hand
that you would otherwise only be able
fo see in textbooks. Also keep in mind
that your professors will most likely be
British so take courses that you think
will be interesting coming from their
perspective. My other piece of advice is
get to know at least a few British people,
. preferably your age, well. Because En-
Trinity is allowing me to is easy to forget that you are abroad
Having thoughtful conver-
company that relates to our track. The
University sets students up in their in-
ternship during the core phase by meet-
ing with everyone individually to find
out what they are interested in, and then
Top Ten Things That Might
Have Ruined Homecoming
0
10. A swarm of hungry locusts.
9. The beverage mart running out of taps.
8. Breaking one's wrist doing a keg stand,
7. A grass fire.
6. Belligerent alumni.
5. A half time show featuring the neo beat
poetry of Gary Coleman.
4. F. Courtenay Palm not appearing.
3. Pat Buchanan. •
' it
2. A roving band of gypsies. ,s
. . . • . • • - ' '
1. A football game. ;_ '( ts
count it towards my major.
WWW.BU.EDU For my internship I am work-
ing at Phillips Auction House.
The internship itself can be quite boring
at times. There is a lot of busy work and
the hours are long, but it is a great way
to meet and spend time with actual Lon-
doners, and meeting'local residents is
very important while studying abroad.
So far I have had a great experience.
London is very expensive, but if you
budget yourself responsibly you will be
able to enjoy the city. Fortunately we all
have fully equipped kitchens so we can
eat in a lot and save money for going out
at night and travelling on the weekends.
And, despite what you may have heard,
Londoners do not hate Americans. As
long as you are polite to them and do not
draw too much attention to yourself you
will have no problem getting along with
anybody. I have found that many Lon-
doners are very interested in hearing
about America. They are particularly
interested in hearing about out presiden-
tial race. George W. Bush and Al Gore
I ' * > ' :
sometimes.
sations with British people is a great way
to remind yourself you are in a foreign
country. You will be amazed at how dif-
ferent our countries really are. For ex-
ample, the government here is much
more socialist than in the United States,
and the threat of terrorism is much
greater. Meeting Brits your age is also a
way to learn good places to go out that
are not be overrun by Americans. For the
first month I was here, every bar, club,
and restaurant I went to was full of
Americans and 1 never felt like I was in a
foreign country. Now that I have found
places that attract more locals I am hav-
ing a much better time. Just remember
you are in a foreign country, and if you
try and recreate your life at home by sur-
rounding yourself by Americans, eating
American food, listening to American
music, etc. you will just be wasting your
time by coming abroad.
This article is part of a regular series
exploring Trinity's study-abroad pro-
grams.
Order Your Thanksgiving Pies
Faculty, Staff Students
PIES AROUND THE HEARTH
$15or 2 for $25
Apple, Pecan, Pumpkin, and Sweet
Potato
Camp us Pick- up
Call Joe Barber x4256
or 525-3447(ext. 116)
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Facilitating Change Through the Church
Yearlong Lecture Series Will Address Issues of Religion and Race in the Twenty-first Century
BY j . ASHE REARDON
Opinion Editor
This Friday at a luncheon
seminar in the Smith House, the
Leonard E. Greenberg Center for
the Study of Religion in Public
Life will present a lecture by the
Rev. Dr. Cain Hope Felder en-
titled "Eradicating Racism
through Biblical Studies." The
event is part of the continuing
series "The Prophetic Voice: Af-
rican American Social Minis-
tries in the 21SI Century," which
began in September. The series
brings noted clergy members to
Trinity to present their experi-
ences and visions as they relate
the Presidency of the State Uni-
versity of New York - Old
Westbury.
"The series is a way to use the
resources of the College to help
devise strategies for improving
the urban environment in Hart-
ford," said Greenberg Center di-
rector Mark Silk. "Local
institutions, whether the
schools of the Learning Corri-
dor or churches and other faith-
based organizations, are
essential to rebuilding and sus-
taining the health of the com-,
munity." The Greenberg Center
was founded in 1996 to advance
understanding of the varied
roles that religious movements,
institutions, and ideas play in
Among the speakers taking part in the series
will be the rev. Calvin Butts of the Abyssinian
Baptist Church in New York, who will discuss
issues concerning economic development in
urban communities.
to the challenges facing
churches in inner city and ur-
ban communities. Among the
speakers taking part in the se-
ries will be the Rev. Dr. Calvin
Butts of the Abyssinian Baptist
Church in New York, who will
discuss issues concerning eco-
nomic development in urban
communities this February. Re-
cently Butts was appointed to
the contemporary world. It is lo-
cated at 70 Vernon Street.
While number restrictions
have limited the luncheon se-
ries to mostly local clergy and a
few faculty, on Saturday Dr.
Felder will preach for about a
half-hour in the Chapel, and
then take questions from stu-
dents, faculty, and members of
the greater Hartford commu-
WHO WILL YOU VOTE FOR
TODAY?
STUART HATCH '01
"I'm voting for Nader
because I find his views
to be most reasonable,
particularly along the
lines of campaign finance
reform and general
consumer rights."
BILL JENKINS'03
"I already voted for
George Bush."
GEORGE MCLEAN '02
"I can't vote because I am
a British citizen."
nity.
Trinity College Trustee Ben-
jamin Foster 72 has been in-
volved with the project since
1996. About
the time
Trinity be-
gan its $200
million ur-
ban re-
newal effort
centered on
the Learn-
ing Corri-
dor just
south of
campus. At
the time
President
Dobelle ap-
proached
Foster to
discuss fa-
cilitating a
workshop
to help lo-
cal clergy
d e v i s e
strategies
incorpoFat-
ing faith-
b a s e d
pro jec t s .
"We wanted
The Rev. Dr. H. Beecher Hicks
Jr, pastor of the Metropolitan
Baptist Church in Washington,
DC. and one of the early Mar-
Sutts
extend
Hartford's renaissance to the
North Hartford community,
and integrating faith-based or-
ganizations was the best vehicle
to the redevelopment project,"
said Foster. "There had been
. great successes with faith-based
organizations in Harlem and
other inner cities." Foster took
the leadership role in organiz-
, -ing a series thftrwtfald bring
some of the nation's most cel-
ebrated black clergymen and
women together with leaders
from North Hartford in an effort
to stimulate ideas and share in-
formation about the ways in
which churches, often with the
help of federal and state grants,
can be of real assistance to their
community.
WWW.OtDWtiTBUirt.tuU
tin Luther Kingjr Fellows, came
to Trinity earlier this month as
part of the series and delivered
an essay on the spiritual chal-
been abandoned to ghettos of
blacks" and young people are
turning away from the church.
Faith-based organizations
have been a hot topic in recent
years, especially during the
2000 presidential election, with
both candidates singing their
praises. Once associated strictly
with the conservative Christian
Right, they have come into the
mainstream of late as a way to
give local organizations, both
secular and non-sectarian, the
benefits of Federal money and
local control.
"Trinity can't just be a college
that sits up on a hill," continued
Dr. Foster. "We must share the
expertise and knowledge that
we have access to and show [but
not dictate] Hartford's religious
community a model for suc-
cessful revitalization." Dr.
Foster's point makes up the core
of an image that Trinity has
. come to carry in recent years—
that of a college seizing upon its
unique location nearby a
troubled city to bring new life
to its streets. Trinity has cer-
tainly pushed the boundaries of
its somewhat awkward location
atop Zion Hill to the south of
Hartford, a city at once up close
and distant; a collegeso isolated
yet exposed.
Faith-based organizations have been a hot
topic in recent years, especially during the
2000 presidential election with both
candidates singing their praises.
lenges facing inner city black
churches in the 21st century. He
warned that "stimulation with-
out enrichment" is slowly un-
dermining the spiritual power
of the church and went on to
say that the urbanization of
many historically black neigh-
borhoods has created a "land-
scape where inner cities have
After four years, it seems,
progress is being made. And
while the rigors of collegiate life
can seem to leave one with scant
time for involvement in yet an-
other extra curricular activity,
what is going on in and around
Trinity right now is not only a
unique opportunity but an ex-
perience not to be missed.
Community Activist of the Week:
Andy Hatch '03
CLAIRE MOODiE
Andy Hatch has been an active member of the Trinity community since he arrived on cam-
pus in the fall of 1999. He was a member of CahnPJRG- in the fall,, working b protect the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska, while also helping out with the National Forest Campaign.
In" the spring of last year he-.'signedon asfanihtern fDrConnPIRGr.bringing attention to and
planning events for Earth Day 2000.
 s
 ;
* / - . , r , " • ' . • - ' * "
This year as a sophomore, Andy is a PRAXIS member, remains acci ve with ConnHRG.andis
a mentor with the Wildemess;Club; This kudentrrun group works with the Boy's and .Girl's
Clul? to organize'outdoor and'out-of-town actiyities for kids in the neighborhood, Andy most
recently helped organize a weekendtrip to Great Hollow Wilderness School for a variety of
hikes and ropes course activities.' As one of the core members for t;lje club, he is networking on
organizing future Wild erness Club'activkies.'. .Whether Andy' is leading a hike, organizing a
national campaign to protect our national forests, or playing his mandolin," he is focused and
ready "to play • . . " , ' " - '•• ••'-'.' • • . ' ' • ' . ,
--,•'•• ' • ' • , • : . - . . ' . '" ' '-' -ClaircMaodie'01
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Socially Speaking
ft IMROVING OUR LIVES
A Brian Nanos Joint
Some people say that the social scene
at this school is lacking. I'm not really
sure that I'm actually social enough to
judge a school's social scene. However,
I'm. told that there were more football
players at last weekend's pep-rally than
there were fans. Of course, I don't know
if this is true because 1 wasn't there. If
this is true, then I think we have a big
problem.
Yesterday in classes, professors took
some time in order to ask the students
what they thought could be done to im-
prove the social scene here on campus.
Each class is, supposedly, going to corn-
pose a list of possible changes to the Trin-
ity social scene. The suggestions that the
students will come up with will prob-
ably be sent to someone in the college's
administration.
This administrator will throw all the
student input into the nearest trash can.
Then he will decide that all problems
can be fixed if the small, uncomfortable
chairs in Mather are replaced by even
smaller less comfortable chairs.
Of course, the administration would
do right by throwing the input of most
students in the trash. Most students in
this college are too small minded to ac-
tually dream of changes that would
make ours a good social scene.
I, however, am not like most students.
I don't take part in trivial exercises like
going out, drinking or making friends
with other people. Therefore, 1 have
what was so different about the school
they all have the same answer: drinking.
According towhat the upperclassmen
say, Trinity students used do to nothing
but drink seven days a week. It used to
be that if you had nothing to do on any
given night, you'd go to the Party Barn
and get free beer. If your parents were
coming to visit, you'd take them to the
Party Barn and get free beer. If they
brought your eleven-year-old brother
with them, well, bring him to get free
beer too.
Now, I'm all for free beer, but if things
went back to the way that the upper
classmen say that they were, with the
Party Barn being the only place to get
free beer, no one would spend anytime
in class and then we'd lose our reputa-
tion as a premiere academic institution.
The only way to get kids to go to class
is to keep the kegs in the classroom. That
way, students will get their free beer just
like the old days, but they will be forced
to show up to class in order to get it. The
social life will be improved and the aca-
demics won't be hurt either.
Another way to help the social life of
the students is to require them to take
less classes. A t our school a student must
have something like 3600 credits to
graduate where as at other top schools,
fm told, students are required to take a
maximum of two credits throughout
their entire career. I think most of the
students at Trinity would have a lot more
fun if their weekend parties weren't in-
terrupted every week by needless classes.
I say that if you're an English major,
then you shouldn't have to take science
enough time to sit at home and think
about new ways to improve the school.
If the administration, is serious about
improving the lives of the students they
need only to listen to me.
The first thing that Trinity College
needs to do is to move the entire campus
someplace else. Where? It doesn't mat-
ter. Anywhere would be better than here.
The problem with having a college that
is situated in Hartford is that the admin-
istration tries to use the city as an excuse
to not always hold social events for the
students. "You can always go into the
wonderful city of Hartford," they say.
What they haven't noticed is that the
wonderful city of Hartford hasn't existed
since the death of Mark Twain. Around
that time the wonderful city of Hartford
was replaced by the not so wonderful
city of Hartford. No one knows what
happened to the former, but it would be
great for the Trinity College social scene
if we could find it and move the campus
there. If not, we should move the cam-
pus someplace else. '••'•/.
Another thing that I think we should
change, is the amount of drinking oil
campus. I've been talking to a lot of up-
perclassmen, and they say that when
they were freshmen, this was actually a
fun school to attend. When I ask them
classes like physics, because what does
physics have to do with English anyway.
If you're an English major, then you
shouldn't have to take classes on reading
and writing, because you already know
how to read and write. Of course you do,
you're an English major! . . . .
I have to give the administration some
credit, however. They are doing some
things to encourage the students to leave
their rooms and get involved in the so-
cial scenes. For one thing, they are pro-
viding the student with only a few
television channels that anyone has ever
heard of. . . • ' . .
I haven't been able to identify the rest
of the stations that are available except
that I can tell you that they involve
people speaking languages other than
English. The other day there was a sta-
tion that showed, for three hours, the
same still photo of some wall looking
thing being lowered by a crane. I know
because I watched all three hours of it.
Maybe I wouldn't stay in and watch all
that pointless-television if the school
provided me with some more places to
be on the weekends, or maybe even dur-
ing the week. Maybe then, I'd be that fun-
loving guy who you always see at the
parties. However, unless our school fol-
lows my advice we will never know.
The Return of the Blind Date
Restaurant Review
Fill out this form
and send it to the
Tripod Box 702583
Name:
Year:
Extension:
KLe&ohfs Rff c 's
If you're an English major, then you shouldn't have to
take classes on reading and writing, because you already
k J tq reqd fl«<iJLwite^>?Q^^
SHf l U n ' m m " MWBt UlUill tmiU JJJIJBM H M I HtaHMi ' HUSH MOON «M
AUG23-SE.FT2.2
Mercury's movement for you will sig-
nify a return to the stability you love
so much, and Venus' movement into
Capricorn will bring with it increased
trust in your friendships. You'll no-
ticeably begin to feel more at home in
your own skin.j
- i - 5E.FT 25-OCT 22
ou'll define your worth via your
;hievements this week, as your ruling
lanet moves into Capricorn, the sign of
areer, money, and respect. People you
:spect will finally give you the appre-
iation you've deserved, so start think-
g about what you're going to do next
immer, then get the ball rolling.
SCORPIO
OCT25-NOV2I
Mercury's forward motion will help
you open up dialogues, forgive people
(as much as can be expected from you)
and put out unnecessary emotional
flare ups. Be realistic about what's at
take with other people, and don't
place impossible demands on your
friends. Later in the week you'll be
feeling kinder and calmer than you
have in a while, so use the weekend to
heal and transform yourself.
.SAGITTARIUS -
N6V22-DE.'C2!
Private hopes that have felt just out of
reach for a few weeks, but hopefully
you haven't lost faith. There's a lot of
planetary motion this week, most of
which pulls you closer than ever to
your goals. Your material situation
will take a turn for the better, and a
school/work issue will finally garner
you the attention you deserve. Avoid
confrontations with partners at all
costs, just bask in the glow of improv-
ing circumstances.
CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JANI?
Venus, planet of relationship and har-
mony, moves into your sign early to-
jmorrow, so you'll find old
misunderstandings gently wearing
off. People will be highly appreciative
of your time and energy this week, so
do whatever you can for your friends.
They'll need your support more than
you can imagine. Your chances of
meeting new people are increased by
Saturn's motion into Aquarius, the
sign of friendship and change, so
things are looking really good for you
all around. You're finished with the
patterns of the last three weeks, so en-
joy the lack of stress.
AQUARIUS
JAN20-FE.B IS
Seriously review any contract or
agreement you're thinking of entering
into, and make absolutely certain the
terms suit you. You have the power to
turn people around through well-ex-
ecuted persuasion this week, but if
people aren't ready to adopt your con-
sistently future-oriented way of
thinking, consider walking away for
good. You'll have to make a serious
decision at some point in the week, but
remember that your friends are there
for you, so ask for help if you need it.
A key ingredient that's been missing
in your life finally appears this week,
providing the much needed answer to
a number of questions that have
plagued you for the past few months.
You've had a perpetual feeling that
something that matters to you has
been slipping through your fingers for
a while now, but keep heart.
ARIE.5
MAR 21 -AfK
Thankfully Mercury goes direct agai
this week, clearing air that's been fuzz
for the last three weeks. Partnership
and financial understandings com
back into the light, and the Full Moo
improves chances for consensus i
housing and health matters. You'll fe
your power is being restored. Thin
positively.W TAURUS
APR 20 - MAY 2O
This week will go better for you than
you imagined if you only remember to
work against your natural tendency to
underestimate your power over others.
The planets have aligned this week to
maximize your attractiveness, so don't
be afraid to unleash your dormant
sexual energy. You're about to make a
breakthrough in both your school life
and your personal life, and everything
,4s bettenthan ieseemsrighr ffdwfisfke'
care of business and be gentle with
yourself.
• GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN20
Mercury's move direct influences you
more than any other sign, and what
once seemed impossible will reappear
this week for you, as well as its solu-
tion. Don't waste time crossing your
t's, just get moving on whatever it is
you care about most. Step back and
look at your love life from a logical,
detached position, and you'll under-
stand what you need to do. Be will-
ing to transform, adapt, and change
directions to achieve what you want.
The balance of power is about to
shift...
CANCER
JUN2I -JUL.22
You're finally free to make plans for
the future this week, having put the
past behind you once and for all. You
feel supported, admired, and cared for
by those around you, and it has be-
come clear whom you can and cannot
rely on. Celebrate this week, you de-
serve it for your restraint and flexibil-
ity over the past few days. Keep being
patient with loved ones, and a hard
earned second chance is in store..
.: LEO
JUL23-AUG22
It's time to come up for air from the
routine of the last few weeks. It wasn't
good for you, and you know it. You're
entitled to some relaxation, so stay in
bed with Ben and Jerry longer, than
usual. Use common sense in relation-
ships and you'll come up with truths
you've been ignoring for the past three
weeks. Expect a job or title change in
the near future, and embrace yourself
and the things that make you feel good
about yourself. _ ^
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Trinity Singers Give New Life To Recent Broadway Scores
BY ADRIAN KUDLER
Arts Writer
The girls were decked out in
black pants and brightly-col-
ored tops. The guys wore jeans
and vests. And they were all
putting on a show...Broadway-
style.
That's right, it was the annual
Broadway Revue, presented this
past weekend by director (and
Professor of Theater and Dance)
Gerald Moshell. Thirteen stu-
dents sang and danced their
way through Songs to End the
Millenium: Musical Theatre in
the Last Decade of the 20th Cen-
tury.
The show began, fittingly,
with "Heart and Music" from
the 1998 off-Broadway show
New Brain, about a man's brain
the job. They segued from the
group number into "The Last
Night of the World," about
their undying love for one an-
other.
More songs about love fol-
lowed in the group's interpre-
tation of the 1994 Beauty and
the Beast. Cynthia Convey '04
played Belle, Ben Fordham '03
was the Beast, and Kari Ann
Sweeney '03 was the doting
Mrs. Potts in "Something
There" and "Beauty and the
Beast."
The 1990 off-Broadway
show Assassins, about presi-
dential assassins, offered a
change of pace. Seth Tillman
'02, Haron Atkinson '03, Peter
Blair '01 and Riegel played
four of the would-be killers
singing about their awe of
guns in "The Gun Song." In
Even more hilarious was the entire
ensemble's interpretation of South Park's
"La Resistance."
surgery and how music helped
him. From there, Lindsay
Shneider '04, Shayla Titley '02
and Dena Riegel '04 sang about
"Change," both literal and figu-
rative. The three acted as cocky
beggars, asking not for love or
respect, just change.
Continuing in the street-
smart vein, though less so-
cially-conscious, the whole
group sang "The Heat is on in
Saigon," from the 1990 classic
Miss Saigon, Ian Hoge '01
lpy|,Ch(X|ivtiis.^}6,tn!a,insolr
dief with a Sfonscience, and
Alicia Ditta '03 was Kim, the
young and callow hooker
dealing with her first day on
"Another National Anthem"
Ditta lead the group in la-
menting that "no one will lis-
ten" to them, while Emily
Weitz '03 urged them all to
use other methods than vio-
lence.
Things got a little lighter af-
ter that, as Convey as Timon
and Atkinson as Pumbaa ser-
enaded Schneider as Simba
with "Hakuna Matata" from the
1997 Broadway version of The
Lion King. The trio's fun inter-
pretation include^Ugfij of danc-_
ing and comedymair had the
same fun in his creepy interpre-
tation of the evil Scar in "The
Madness of King Scar," in which
he begged his minions to "tell
me I'm adored."
Playing God in a much more
literal sense was Fordham in
the 1997 off-Broadway show
Chi Idren of Eden. Cast members
sang "The Gathering Storm,"
"Stranger to the Rain," "In
Whatever Time We Have," and
"The Flood," going through
God's decision to wipe out the
human race in a great flood and
the humans' reactions.
The first act closed out with
selections from the 1998 Foot-
loose. The three "Change" girls,
Riegel, Schneider and Titley
sang the spooky "Somebody's
Eyes," claiming they were all
being watched as young people
in their repressive town. In "I'm
Free," Alex Gould '04 played
Ren, the troublemaker, encour-
aging the rest of the kids to be
free, take control, and of course,
dance. Tillman played
Reverand Shaw, fighting the
youths with the power of his
bullhorn.
The second act began with
the modern classic of musical
theatre, the 1996 Rent. The. en-
tire ensemble sang "Seasons of
Love," punctuating the music
with their own displays of ca-
maraderie. Fordham and Blair
closed out the section with
"What You Own" about being
two men "living in America at
the end of the millenium."
In 199Fs The Secret Garden,
Weitz played Mary, a young girl
who goes to live with her uncle,
played by Hoge. The two, along
with Riegel, sang "I Heard
Someone C^ggi ' jn which the- >
"three voices overlapped in a
heart-breaking sound that em-
phasized the sadness of the lyr-
ics. "Wick" featured Blair and
HANNAH GANT
The cast of this fall's musical revue.
Weitz singing about their gar-
den and its potential to thrive.
In one of the most exciting
portions of the Revue, the group
performed songs from musical-
theatrical movies. In "Deliver
Us" from Prince of Egypt, the
men knelt on the stage as Jews
in bondage and lamented their
status as slaves in Egypt.
Schneider then performed a hi-
larious and over-the-top "More"
from Dick Tracy, with Sweeney,
Convey, Hoge and Blair as danc-
ing back-up singers. Even more
hilarious was the entire
ensemble's interpretation of
South Park's "La Resistance."
The piece included angry moth-
ers blaming Canada, Terrance
and Phillip shooting off their
dirty mouths, and the army
men planning to kick some Ca-
nadian butt.
The mood took a nosedive
after that lively number, with
"the sobering, but beautiful
1998 show: Parade: Gould
played Leo, a Jew living in
Georgia in 1913. The songs
"Leo at Work/What am I
Waiting For?," "The Factory
Girls," "That's What He Said!"
and "The Old Red Hills of
Home" detailed the accusa-
tions that Leo murdered a .
young girl at the factory
where he works, his trial, and
his lynching by an angry
mob. The ensemble did well
with the weighty material,
and Gould's a cappella "Sh'ma
Yisroel" was touching.
Closing out the show were
more songs from Rent. Riegel
and Titley performed the spir-
ited lesbian love/hate song
"Take Me or Leave Me," with lots
of passion and flair. And then
the entire ensemble finished
things up with a reprise of "Sea-
sons of Love," an apt ending to
the Broadway-filled night.
Moshell did an excellent
job framing the Broadway Re-
vue 2000, and choosing songs
that reflected his choice of
theme. The best of nineties-"
Broadwayand off-Broadway • '
was performed to entertain-
ing effect by the enthusiastic
Trinity players.
Widener Boasts "Sum" Drawings But No Substance
BY KATE HUTCHINSON
Arts Writer
One recent chilly after-
noon, I strolled into the
Widner Gallery to peruse the
latest exhibition, sum + sub-
stance. This collection of
minimalist art is supposed to
be a showcase of various
drawing techniques, but I
wouldn't have known that
without reading the litera-
ture.
The first set of'"drawings" I
looked at seemed to be a ran-
dom placing of warped pa-
rabolas in different colors on
'different colored back-
grounds. Two were black on
grey, one white on black, and
one black on yellow. I really
wouldn'tclassify these works
as drawings myself, as they
appeared to be paint on col-
lages of painted sheets of pa-
per; But then again, I'm only
the viewer.
The selections known as
"White Ovals," "Yellow Ovals,"
and "Grey Ovals," (the last
title was the same for two
works), created by John Rosis,
all conveyed the same basic
principle of ovals, some com-
plete, most not, on a back-
ground of a different color. I
liked the "Yellow Ovals" best,
because it appeared to be the
most solid.
However, one of the "Gray
Ovals" was interesting in its
strangebackground coloring,
ANNETROWBRIDGE
John Rosis' "White Ovals." Just one of the many works of art
in sum+substance at the Widener Gallery in Austin Arts.
as if the paintbrush going
over it had lacked enough
paint to properly cover the
surface. The effect is a lot of
motion, contrasting with the
more solid ovals.
Heidi Whitman's contribu-
tion was a~*series of more
drawing-like "drawings" all
titled "Uncharted Territory."
These were rather interesting,
if obscured in purpose.
Whitman's inky composi-
tions revolve around the idea
of a human head in outline.
The only truly perceptible
features are the ears. The rest
of the space is filled in with
random drawings of different
thoughts, such as a house and
car, or strange abstract facial
parts strewn with no order on
the paper. Eyes, large and
small, loom in and around the
outline, and ears abound,
floating through the ink.
Sometimes the ink over-
whelms the surface, leaving
only small patches of un-
clouded space. Looking at
these drawings, I felt as if my
own head was suddenly filled
with inky thoughts and black
clouds.
Kitty Sweet Winslow's "Em-
barkation Suite" was incred-
ibly disappointing to me. I
know that it's very judgmen-
tal to say things about modern
art like "a three year old with
a crayon could do better than
that," but: in my opinion, a
three year old with a crayon
could do better than that.
Winslow's "drawings" were
very drawing-like; but they
were very abstract and had
nothing to do with the title, as
far as I could see. In the realm
of modern art, people like me,
who don't understand the
modern art, rely on titles to
explain.
The strange black lines cre-
ating little X's or O's or things
that look like that 'weird',',
scribbling I doodle in my
notebook margins have noth-
ing to do with Embarking or
Suites. But to say something in
favor of Winslow's work, I did
like the implied borders on
her pictures, where the edge
of the paper was slightly
lighter than the body of the
work.
The most interesting artist,
in this collection was Eliza-
beth Gourlay. While I
wouldn't want it on my bed-
room walls (it has the side ef-
fect of making.me dizzy), I
have to give Gourlay credit for
the incredible amount on fine
line drawing that she has
done.
Her works consisted of the
same basic element (like
Whitman's drawings), with
many variations. Each piece
started out with a square grid.
The end products look alike
from across the room, but
upon close scrutiny, the amaz-
ing variables become more
and more apparent.
Some were sepia-toned in
coordination with the color of
the basic grid. Some expanded
grid lines outside of the origi-
nal grid. Some were studded
with turquoise dots. Some
were splattered, with
splotches of ink. The amount
of time Gourlay must have
spent working on these fairly
small compositions, working
with such precision, is incred-
ible. ' : • .
To be honest, I've liked
other Widner Gallery exhib-
its more, much more. This col-
lection appeared to be fairly
over-pretentious, and, to be
brutally honest, mostly ugly.
If.you are an art student
studying drawing techniques,
this would be your type of ex-
hibit. . . ,
If you're like me and can't
really get your head around
the concept of really abstract
modern art, I'd recommend
legging it over to the
Wadsworth for a look at the
Argenteuil exhibit instead.
CAMP CRYSTAL IAKE
AIRBORNE
EFPERKSCINT COLD FOBMUU iff-
•-••• Sold in most Drug Stores or via our web site
f www.AirborneHealth.comor call 1-800-590-9794
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Aspen California Kicks Off Homecoming Weekend
BY DIANA POTTER
Arts Editor
Last Thursday night Trinity's own
band, Aspen California, played at the
Bistro, kicking off homecoming week-
end. The band is a combination of the
talents of Tom Jewitt '03 (guitar and
vocals), Andy Starr '01 (drums) and
Todd Kesselman '03 (bass). Originally
formed last January when Starr and
Jewitt combined forces with then se-
niors Darrick Me.llo '00 and Brendan
Demelle, '00, Aspen California made
its debut performance at the TCAC
Mardi Gras party last spring which
was voted best party of the year, ac-
cording to Starr, and was a huge suc-
cess for the band.
After making themselves known
around campus last semester, Aspen
California returns this fall with new
base player, Kesselman and a renewed
sense of energy, focus and purpose. In
fact, the band spent several weekends
at the Bistro. Homecoming Weekend
was their third performance of the
year and included a gig at the Party
Barn as well as the Bistro.
Influenced by sounds of Sublime, G
Love, Green Day and Led Zeppelin, As-
pen California's unique sound is "like
everything and nothing you've ever
heard before," says Jewitt. "We are a
pinch of punk, a dash of rock and a
whole lot of attitude topped with
nothing but fun," says Starr.
Jewitt, who describes himself as a
"notorious punk-rocker," has been
playing piano since age five, was given
his first guitar at age 10 and has been
gigging in bands since he was 13. He
has written more than two dozen
songs as well as all 15 of the band's
original songs. Kesselman is "more
funky and mellow," says Starr of his
fellow band member. "He brings to us
a variety of styles of music to expand
our range of sound. He is very experi-
mental. He just fools around with the
base and goes with it. He plays a mean
"We are a pinch of punk, a dash of rock and a whole
lot of attitude topped with nothing but fun."
together during the summer. "We '
jammed together at my place in Penn-
sylvania, and up in Scituate at Tom's,"
says Starr. "We hung out, listened to a
lot of music together, and basically
had fun together. We wanted to get a
feel for each other's vibe. That way
there would be less tension. And
when it came time to plugging in, it
sounded natural."
Aspen California began the fall se-
mester by playing at the SGA Wel-
. ..come Back party at the Party Barn and
base. It's all his." Starr, who only began
playing the drums near the end of his
freshman year, says that playing is the
most fun thing he has ever done. "To
be able to make music, whether it be
good or bad, is just really exciting for
me."
Aspen California began their per-
formance at the Bistro by playing "40
oz." by Sublime, followed by their
original song, "Hold up," featuring
Kesselman on the base. I am reminded
ANNETROWBRIDGE
Tom Jewitt '01, lead guitarist and singer of Aspen California.
Write for The Tripod\
Call Pat at x2583 :
mosh pit. "Todd likes to start out with
this song, says Starr. "There is some-
thing about the beat and the base line
that just gets things going for him."
Their next song, "Cruiser" is a little
bit less hard-core, but still delivers
that same blazing electric sound. By
this time, the Bistro is starting to get
packed.
"Cruiser" is followed by two more
original fast party songs written by
Jewitt who by this point is jumping
around and standing on chairs as he
delivers his killer solos. I can't make
out any of the words, but the crowd
seems to be following along anyway.
A group of girls in the front starts
dancing and Jewitt climbs on to the
table. I don't know whether this is the
music, or the effects of the cheap beer,
but this is getting better and better by
'the minute.
The next song, "The Ghost of John
;Coltrane* was written by Kesselman
and delivers a funky, more chaotic
sound. "Todd was just fooling around
after practice one day and he was play-
ing this line and I was just like, play
that again," Starr says. Then Tom and
I just added on to it." The spontaneous
pieces.
Aspen California performed last
month at The Maple Cafe in Hartford,
and has recorded a five track demo CD
in which a local radio station took an
interest. They hope to play at The
Brickyard in Hartford as well. Over
winter vacation they plan to try to line
up gigs in Boston and New York. They
hope to record a full album by the end
of this year and shop it to record la-
bels and hopefully get it signed.
"This is what we want to do for our
life," says Starr. "We plan to get on
MTV....We're going to the top and we'd
love to take everyone along for the
ride."
Aspen California is appreciative of
all of the student support that they
have received so far.. They are happy
about the positive reaction they seem
to have sparked on campus, but, says
Jewitt, "youcan love us or you can hate
us, we don't care. Just cpni£ and secus.
play. Either way you will be enter-
tained."
When asked how they thought the
night went overall, the band could not
have been more enthusiastic. "It went
spectacularly," says Starr.."The crowd
"Midnight Mission" is a much more musical song; it
was pretty and a compliment to some of the harsher,
more metallic pieces.
dark funk-rock sound of this song dis-
tinguishes it from some of the other
fast, electric songs and added variety
to the performance.
By their seventh song, "Midnight
Mission" I'm thinking that I really like
music. It takes a little while for one's
ears to adjust to the blaring, almost jar-
ring electric sound, but "Midnight
Mission" is a much more musical song;
it was pretty and a compliment to
some of the harsher, more metallic
was fantastic." In fact, by the end of the
night, the room was so full there was
standing room only and even a line
outside of people waiting to get in. "We
just want to entertain and for everyone
to have a good time. The Bistro is al-
ways fun. It is just a party and that is
the way Aspen California likes it." As
for what the name "Aspen California"
means, that remains a mystery. "Just
wait until we get our first Grammy,"
says Starr. "Then we'll tell you."
Tired of the same boring DJ at your parties?
a Club-style Intelligent Light Show to
Set The Party Mood—Our $10,000
mobile light system with green YAG laser
is better than any area night club
We have all of the.
music that you want
from the latest techno
to the greatest retro I
80's tune
• We have Karaoke!
systems also available
After Hours DJ~-1-800-782-3033"
www.afterhoursdj.net
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Fall Movie Line-Up
Disappoints, Again
BY SASHA BRATT
Arts Writer
1 am usually one of those people
who gets criticized for his opinions on
movies. Now, I am a self-proclaimed
film buff, but many would argue some
of the merit that I bestow on certain
movies. In college, it is so trendy to
like that movie that no one else under-
stood. Why? If it's good, it's good. But
if it is not good, that doesn't mean that
it is art...it probably means it sucks,
with a few exceptions.
Those movies that try to be good are
phony. They try to be something that
they are not. At least classics like Ar-
mageddon don't apologize for what
they are. It was a summer movie: it
had more American Flags, helicopters
in the sunset and random people sa-
luting than an average Veteran's Day
parade. And it made people cry, and
they couldn't stop crying. This is what
upsets people: sobbing for Bruce
Willis. Those same people who are so
proud to love disasters like Eyes Wide
Shut are obsessed with disregarding
formulaic movies as an insult to art.
Please! Get off your "gosh-darn"
throne. (Now 1 am upset). My philoso-
phy is this: if I am going to dedicate
two hours of my life to something, and
quite possibly eight non-existent dol-
lars, I better find something about the
movie that I like. What lam trying to
say is that I like movies...I try to like
them in context of what kind of movie
they are, and not necessarily if it is
great art.
, ,Wi,th'aH- that being said, I guess I
will meander over to the point that I
am trying to make. The fall movie sea-
son used to be something that we
could all cherish. What is going on
this year?! I am so upset by this trend
of poor, crappy movies. This whole
and is said to do for dog shows what
Guffman did for amateur theatrics. So
far we have two good movies that not
nearly enough people saw. What else
do we have, oh yeah. We had Meet the
Parents at the top of the box office for
four straight weeks. Now, this was a
good movie, but it should not be num-
ber one for four weeks, it just shows the
lack of competition in the field.
For four weeks all we had to choose
from was that and Remember the Ti-
tans. Another good movie, but it is not
going to get repeat business. We need
more, and it should be good. Which
finally brings us to this weekend: how
the hell does this Charlie's Angels
make $40 million makes me sick.
Ugh! I am nauseous. This is not a good
movie. But look at the competition:
Blair Witch 2!!! Yeah, that was a great
idea. 1 wish these people would make
a damn movie and stop just putting
ideas on the screen. I really want to
know how some of these films are
made.
We had the Legend of Bagger Vance
debut at number three. This isn't a
great movie; after all, it is from the di-
rector of The Horse Whisperer. But I
bet that it is a better movie than this
Charlie's Angels thing. And what do
we have to look forward to: Arnold in
The Sixth Day. Let me warn you, the
last movie that "An-uld" came out
with in November was called End of
Days. Yes, that is the End of Days that
SUCKED!!! The conventional wisdom
is that unless Arnold is in the summer,
stay away (remember Jingle All the
Way). Talking about Arnold reminds
me of another'failed movie that 1
would prefer to forget: Stallone in Get
Carter, HAHA.,.Hahaha...(wiping tear
away from my eye). Sorry, but um,
that is 'nuff said about Get Carter and
its impressive $15 million gross, which
was only slightly more lucrative than
What I am trying to say is that 1 like movies ...I try to
like them in context of what kind of movie they are,
and not necessarily if it is great art
year has been weak when it comes to
quality movies...this statement is com-
ing from a guy who could probably
find good in the original Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers: The Movie
(but not its subsequent sequels, even I
can't stand up for those; no pink
ranger).
Let's see what we were offered this
season: It started with a lot of prom-
ise wi th early Oscar-buzz surrounding
Pay It Forward and The Contender.
Both of these movies ended up being
disappointing financially and were
only received with a lukewarm recep-
tion from the critics.
In the comedy department we had
Bedazzled, which was "ok" for what it
was, but still sad. (If you are reading
this, YOU were great Liz, and now that
you are single I will consider going out
with you, it just wasn't fair to Hugh
before).
The new Adam Sandier vehicle is
coming out, and I have to be honest,
Little Nicky doesn't look that enticing.
We did have two great comedies come
out, but they were only out in limited
release, so they were not nearly as
popular as they should have been.
Those are Best in Show and Bam-
boozled.
It might be a misstatement to call
Bamboozled a comedy; it was a very
daring and provocative movie that
had humorous undertones. Best in
Show follows in the tradition of Wait-
ingfor Guff man and This isSpinal Tap,
The Ladies' Man.
We have some hope coming with
DeNiro and Gooding Jr. in Men of
Honor. This better not be the Gooding
that we saw in Instinct. Just remem-
ber Cuba, you were not nearly as good
an actor as Anthony Hopkins and you
are not remotely close to Bobby (he
and 1 are on a first name basis, Mr.
DeNiro to you all).
The new flick from M. Night
Shyamalan, director/writer of The
Sixth Sense, will be out at the end of
the month and looks very promising.
Of course it looks promising, it has
Bruce Willis in it. If you are thinking
that I am holding out for Armageddon
2: The Resurrection, well, you'd be
right. But for every Unbreakable and
Men of Honor coming out, there is a
Red Planet and a Ben Affleck unro-
tnantic and unfunny vehicle, this year
it is called Bounce.
Hmmm, Red Planet and Bounce, I
thought those movies already came
out and were called Mission to Mars
and Forces of Nature, and if I am not
mistaken, they were bad then too.
This is the dilemma I face this fall
movie season, I am resigned to keep
my money, knowing that my refusal to
pay for bad movies will force Holly-
wood to put out a better product.
The only question I guess that mat-
ters now is how the Grinch will steal
Christmas? Can Jirn Carrey save this
horrible season?.. ;......-...Nd,. you're
right, he can't!
Ticks
In Motion
Heidi Latsky COURTESY OF USA HURLEY
Tickets are now on sale for this weekend's dance event, In Mo-
tion. This weekend's performance will include works by uest cho-
reographer Heidi Latsky and works by faculty members Lesley
Farlow and Abdoulaye Sylla. See these exciting faculty, student,
and guest works this Friday and Saturday November 10-11 at 8 PM
in Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts Center. Tickets are $8 general
admission, $5 discounts, and free with a Trinity ID.
Organist Jonathan
Biggers
Calling all Bach'enthusiasts;;don't miss acclaimed organist,
Jonathan Biggers, in his upcoming concert at Trinity's Chapel Tues-
day November 14. Come celebrate the 250th anniversary of Bach's
death with performances of his Concerto in A-^minor, BWV 593;
Fantasy and Fugue in G-minar, BWV 542; Prelude and Fugue in D-
' major, BWV532; Trio Sonata VIin G-majdr, BWV 530 and more.
The recital will run an hour without intermission and will begin
at 5:30 PM. Comeat5PMforapre-performancereception. Admis-
sion is free for Trinity students and faculty, general admission is $7,
and seniors.and non-Trinity students is $4.
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Around
Trinity
Brief note: AT is aware that some
people have taken offense to the amount
of AT pieces that involve people pissing.
Therefore, this weeks section will not in-
clude any references to piss, urine or
rented beer. Thank you for your patience.
Actually, This Is Somewhat
Related to Piss...
Hit and run accidents aren't generally
funny, but this one managed to be. On Sat-
urday AT spotted an alumni pulling his
car off of the rugby field. Apparently
there were some trash cans in his way and
some on lookers were trying to egg him
into driving into them. They were metal,
so he refused, but not wanting to disap-
point the crowd, he did manage to clip a
porto potty on his way out. We here at
AT are fairly sure that there are maybe a
handful of things that are less appealing
than sitting in a porto potty while it's
jarred by a motor vehicle. If you were in
this porto potty, you could probably sell
your story of personal anguish to a
weekly television news magazine, so get
on the phone. Even, if you weren't in the
plastic filth trap, make it up. Dateline
awaits.
Jump Around... Jump Around...
Jump Up, Jump Up and Stay
Down
A lot of things sound like a good idea
to people when they are drunk. For in-
stance, on this campus devastating trash
^ Q & £ dcaps seems tc^£Sp£^MQ&iM»1s o  j
monishment: please stop, this is neither
funny nor original and someone has to
clean it up). However, jumping out of the
bleachers during a football game is not
generally all that popular, even for our
most inebriated comrades. We're sad to
say though that it appealed enough to one
of our fellow students enough to land
him a pretty nasty anklesprain. The good
news is that he was able to pump enough
fermented beverages into his system to
rally and make it out that very night. Our
congratulations to this dedicated partier.
Winkies Flapping in the Breeze
The annual Court Chase at Trinity
was on again this year and several of
Trinity's fleet-of-foot set out to tackle the
challenge. One person was not as inter-
ested in the actual event as making a dif-
ferent sort of statement. He jumped out
from behind a tree or a wall somewhere
along the route with a bandana around
his face and joined the race to the finish..
Not scandalous enough? Oh yeah, he
wasn't wearing anything besides the ban-
dana. Yikes, AT is glad to have passed on
this most glorious of Trinity traditions.
AT can think of nothing more unsettling
to deal with while pushing one's athletic
ability to the limit than a nude bank rob-
ber running beside you. ;
Lock"wood" Motorpool Burns
One organization on campus experi-
enced a loss this week. To be precise; their
garage was burned to the ground and
were it not for the quick action of certain
people, the whole house could have been
gone. Can someone explain to AT why
arson is fun? We here at AT suppose that
if a group of people can gather around a
large burning letter as a form of celebra-
tion than perhaps it's not that surprising.
Still, this is apparently not the first time
this has happened to this particular piece
of real estate. This seems relatively ab-
surd, keep your gasoline and matches to
yourself. If you want to burn something
to the ground pile up some sticks some-
where, or make a plywood statue of Ross
Perot. Leave the rest of us alone.
LECTURES
Tuesday, November 7 7:00 PM
The Women's Studies Program presents Jane
Collier, Ph.D., Professor of Anthropology at
Stanford University, who will be speaking on "The
Debate Over Modern Marriage in Spain" in Ter-
race Room B, Mather Hall. Admission is free.
Wednesday, November 8 12:30 PM
"Women, Creativity and Psychotherapy" pre-
sented by Laura Reiter of the counseling center,
will take place in Mather Hall in the Women's
Center. Part of the fall lunch series sponsored by
the Women's Center. Bring your lunch, coffee and
dessert provided. Admission is free.
Wednesday, November 8 4:00 PM
In Rittenberg lounge in Mather Hall, Susan
Skeath of Wellesley College will be presenting a
lecture on game theory and social science. Admis-
sion is free.
Thursday, November 9 7:00 PM
Patricia Ireland, President of Now (National
Organization for Women) will be speaking in the
McCook Auditorium. Her lecture is entitled
"What Women Want!" and will include some
post-election analysis and discussions of her lat-
est book. Co-Sponsored by the Women's Center
and the Women's Studies Department.
Friday, November 11 3:00 PM
There is a Physics Department Seminar in
McCook 106 entitled "The Electric Field of a Pho-
ton," presented by Professor Luis Orozco from the
State University of New York at Stony Brook. Re-
freshments served at 2:45 PM. Admission is free.
Monday, November 13 4:15 PM
Marlies Bosch, Dutch photographer will be pre-
senting "Tibetan Nuns: Between Yesterday and
Tomorrow," a lecture and a slide show in the Fac-
ulty Club in Hamlin Hall.
Wednesday, November 15 4:15 PM
The Lesbian and Gay Lecture Series at Trinity
College presents George Chauncey, Professor of
••History at"the-*WniveTsity of Chicago, author of
Gay New York, and his talk "The History of the
Closet." Life Sciences Auditorium, admission is
free. Co-sponsored by The President's office,
Multicultural Affairs, the Sociology Department,
Modern Languages, the History Department, and
Women's Studies'.
KARMA
On Wednesday, November 8 at 9:30 PM, Karma
performs at the Bistro Koeppel Student Center.
Admission is free.
THETHANG
On Thursday, November 9 at 9:30 PM The
Thang performs at the Bistro Koeppel Student
Center. Admission is free. Alt. bev, ID required.
IN MOTION
On Friday and Saturday, November 10-11 at
8:00 PM, guest choreographer Heidi Latksy, for-
merly of Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Com-
pany, presents What Would You Have Donel an
intesnely physical and powerful piece. Also fea-
tures the premiere of Hidden Language by faculty
member Lesley Farlow, and exuberant drumming
and dancing by faculty member Abdoulaye Sylla
and his students. Austin Arts Center, Goodwin
Theater. $8 general, $5 regular, free with Trinity
ID. Tickets on sale now, call the Austin Arts box
office.
Blues and the Abstract Truth
On Wednesday, November 15 at 8:00 PM mem-
bers of the Trinity Ja zz Ensemble delve into the
blues, led by ensemble director and saxophonist
Kris Allen. Austin Arts Center, Goodwin Theater,
admission is free.
Brighton Beach Memoirs
Justin Ball "01 directs Neil Simon's story of
growing up in Brooklyn during the 1930s on
Thursday and Friday, November 16-17 at 8:00 PM..
Presented by the Theater and Dance Department.
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall. Admission is
free.
A Christmas Carol
Opening on. November 21, the Hartford S.tage
presents Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol, di-
rected and adapted by Michael Wilson. Tickets
start at $17.50 for students. The show closes on
December 20, call the Hartford Stage for more
information and tickets.
NURSE BETTY Wed. - Sat, November 8 -11 7:30 PM
Sat, November 11 2:30 PM
(2000) Director: Neil LaBute. Written by John Richards and James Flamberg. Cast: Renee Zellweger,
Greg Kinnear, Chris Rock, Morgan Freeman, Crispin Glover. While her husband is being murdered, Betty
hides in the next room, her eyes glued to her favorite soap opera. Emerging with a case of amnesia, Betty
leaves Kansas for her own special OZ - the backlots of Hollywood, where she believes the star of the soap
(Greg Kinnear) is waiting for her. Hot on her trail are two hit men (Morgan Freeman and Chris Rock),
who are completely bewildered by their eccentric prey. Director Neil LaBute showed little patience for
human folly in Your Friends andNeighbors or In the Company of Men, but in this wonderful black com-
edy there is a clear affection for Renee Zellweger's character and her pursuit of a dream, no matter how
disconnected it is frpm reality. 112min.
WHAT LIES BENEATH Fri. & Sat. November 10 & 11 9:50 PM
(2000) Directed by Robert Zemeckis. Written by Clark Gregg, based on a story by Sarah Kernochan.
Cast: Michelle Pfeiffer, Harrison Ford, Diana Scarwid, Joe Morton. Michelle Pfeiffer finds out it's not easy
being a "woman of a certain age," when your daughter leaves for college, your husband's a workaholic;
and your house in Vermont turns out to be haunted. Pfeiffer shines in a well-written role that lets her
show off her unique quality of transforming from a fragile victim to a fighter ith nerves of stel. Treat
yourself to a well deserved/rission, courtesy of a first-rate thriller. Just be prepared: there are enough
state-of-the-art shocks to unearth any number of secret phobias. 130mm.
THE TAO OF STEVE Sun. November 12 2:30 PM
Sun. - Tues., November 12 -14 7:30 PM
(2000) Directed by Jenniphr Goodman. Screenplay by Duncan North, Greer Goodman and Jenniphr
Goodman. Cast: Donal Logue, Greer Goodman, Kimo Wills, Nina Jaroslaw, Ayelet Kaznelson. The buzz at
this year's Sundance Film Festival was all about The Tao of Steve, an "alternative dating movie" directed
by the first time filmmaker Jenniphr Goodman. Donal Logue plays a chubby preschool teacher in Santa
Fe, who has a dedicated his life to hanging out ("Doing stuff is overrated"), and getting lucky with the
opposite sex. His secret of success? -studying the Tao of Steve, a philosophy of attracting women based
on the ultimate hipster, Steve McQueen. Logue's fear of monogamy is seriously challenged when he at-
tends his 10 year high school reunion and meets Syd, a drummer/set designer (Ayelet Kaznelson) with
an attitude of her own. 87 min.. •
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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ART
Sum and Substance
From Wednesday, November 1 through Friday,
December 8, the exhibit "Sum and Substance"
will be on display in the Widener Gallery, Aus-
tin Arts Center. Features drawings by Elizabeth
Gourlay, Gordon Meinhard, Marilyn Ranker,John
Rosis, Heidi Whitman, and Kitty Sweet Winslow.
Admission is free.
Miguel Rio Branco: Beauty, The
Beast
Beginning Octboer 24, Miguel Rio Branco,
reknowned Brazilian painter, cinematographer,
film director, and multimedia production artist
will be on exhibit, presenting 74 explosive color
photographs drawn from his thirty year career.
Takes places the the William Benton Museum of
Art at the University of Connecticut in Storrs,
Connecticut.
Two Girl Scout troops at the Kennelly School are
in need of volunteers, primarily assisting with meet-
ings from November until. May. The 2nd grade troop
meets every other week on Mondays from 6:30 PM
to 7:30PM, a nd the 5th grade troop meets Fridays at
6:30 PM to 7:30 PM; If interested, please contact Ma^ -
rinaRodriguez at:-543^8765.pr^6-^.V'V'i:;!: ^:;::"':
The SouthendKnightriders Youth Center is seek-
ing to fill a Marketing Coordinator position. Volun-
teer would work under the Director and Assistant
Directors in implementing marketing promotions;
and public re la t ionsfor• t^ ; |pudt . ; (^^5ei^p : ; :
ing a web siteigia ^JOT^^ '^ 'ddi t te ' ryThe posi-
tion allows for flexible schedules between 8:to 10
hours per week. Please call Bob Pawloski atW&'667&..
to apply. ;. ;•::'; ; ^ s^ iy iy lKiS i^^ga i^Sp ' l Ip^
CPTV is hosting its annualWinter Pledge Drive
and.ne.eHs,.volunteejs to answer ghpnes and take
lpl|Sge^i^e :e!vent^^
CallCarbl 'Scully?af278-^
more information arid ^
Latin American And Iberian Film
Series
On Wednesday, november 8 at 7:30 PM in the
Life Science Center the Latin American and Ibe-
rian Film Series presents Amnesia, a tale of sim-
mering vengeance from the political battlefield
of Chile. Presented by Alba Skar, Dept. of Mod-
ern Languages, Trinity College. Admission is free.
Senator Lieberman
On Wednesday, November 8, Senator Joseph
Lieberman will be speaking at the Field house to
thank all of his supporters, and the Trinity com-
munity is invited to attend this event. Doors to
the Field House will open at 4:30 PM. If you plan
on attending this event, you must pick up a pass.
The pass will allow you and three guests to at-
tend the event. Passes can be picked up at the
President's office on Tuesday and Wednesday
from 9:00 AM through 4:00 PM. For security rea-
sons, do not br ing any signs or badges to the event.
Hunger and Homeless Awareness
Week
Next week, November 12-18 is ConnPIRG's
Hunger and Homeless Awareness week. Come to
the Hunger Awaremess Banquet at 5:00 PM in the
Washington Room on Monday, November 13.
Show your support by attending the Sleep out on
the Cave Patio, beginning at 7:00 PM on Wednes-
day, November 15. Donate a Thanksgiving bas-
ket to give a needy family a happy Thanksgiving.
For more information call x3510.
Slavic Festival and Bonfire
On November 8 from 7:00 PM through 9:00 PM,
come celebrate the Fall at the Slavic Festival on
the main quadrangle. Ethnic food, music, and
costumed revelry around a toasty bonfire. Con-
tact Dr. Carol Any, Associate Professor Dept. of
Modern Languages and Literature.
Now PLAYING,
Showcase Cinemas - Buckland Hills Mall
This movie schedule is for Friday, November 3 through Thursday, November 9,
unless otherwise noted. Movie schedules may have changed since pres time. Please
call the theater to verify times and features.
Best in Show
Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2
Charlie's Angels
The Contender
The Ladies Man
The Legend of Bagger Vance
The Legend of the Drunken Master
The Little Vampire
Lucky Numbers
Meet the Parents
Pay it Forward
Remember the Titans
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:20 PM, 6:40 PM, 9:00 PM
12:10 PM, 12:30 PM, 1:00 PM, 2:15 PM, 3:05 PM,
5:05 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:25 PM, 9:50 PM, 10:20 PM
12:45 PM, 1:30 PM, 2:00 PM, 3:00 PM, 3:40 PM,
4:10 PM, 5:15 PM, 6:15 PM, 7:00 PM, 7:30 PM,
8:30 PM, 9:15 PM, 9:45 PM
4:25 PM, 7:10 PM
12:05 PM
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:10 PM,
7:40 PM, 10:00 PM, 10:30 PM
1:35 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:30 PM
12:00 noon, 2:15 PM, 4:30 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:00 PM
1:45 PM, 4:15 PM, 6:50 PM, 9:15 PM
1:15 PM, 1:45 PM, 350 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM,
7:45 PM, 9:45 PM, 10:15 PM , • ; .
1:00 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:10 PM, 5:00 PM, 6:55 PM,
7:35 PM, 9:35 PM
12:45 PM, 3:45 PM, 6:45 PM, 9:25 PM
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
Almost Famous
The Perfect Storm
This schedule is for Friday, November 3 through Thursday, November 9,
unless otherwise noted. Movie schedules may have changed since press time.
Please call the theater to verify times and features.
7:30PM
7:30 PM
Aiilk
ENTER THE DRAGON
Can you defeat our Kung Fu styles? AASA Pre-
sents Enter the Dragon on Friday, November 10
at the Party Barn. 10 PM to 2 AM. Kung Fu movies
and free glowsticks!! Trances Hip Hop and Reggae
classics, alt bev ID required. Admission is free.
PRIME CLIMB
On Saturday, November 11, a trip to Prime
Climb will be offered for indoor rock climbing.
the bus leaves Mather Hall at 8:45 AM and returns
around 2 PM or 3 PM. The trip costs $5 per per-
son. Tickets available at Mather Front Desk. Spon-
sored by Trinity Trips and Attractions Series.
SALSARENGUE
Wanna feel the heat? Wanna feel the beat?
Salsarengue on Saturday, November 11. Come buy
tickest at Student Activities Office. $5 in advance
and $10 at the door. $10 in advance and $15 at the
door for off campus visitors.
BOSTON
On Saturday, November 18, there is a trip to
Boston. The bus leaves Mather Hall at 11 AM and
returns at 7 PM. Tickets are $5 per person. Spon-
sored by Trinity Fall 2000 Trips and Attraction
Series. Tickets available at Mather Front Desk.
Classlfiecls
SPRING BREAK 20011
CANCUN & BAHAMAS.
EAT, DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE, WANTED
CAMPUS REPS!
Call USA SPRING BREAK,
toll free (877) 460.6077,
for trip information and rates.
25 Continuous Years of Student Travel!
www.usaspringbreak.com
Child Care: West Htfd Family seeks babysitter
for 10 month old in our home 4 to 8 hrs/week,
weekday mornings or afternoons. Flexible sched-
ule. Must have babysitting experience. Own trans-
portation preferred. Call 231-9396.
Part Time Positions Available
flexible hours, working with other Trinity students
Call Jerry at morris package 246-3595
SEE YOUR NAME IN PRINTS
Write for the Tripod
meetings Tuesday nights at 9:30 PM
in the Tripod office
(lackson Basement)
Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, November 7
8:30 PM" , Quaker Prayer Group
, • Crypt Chapel
Wednesday, November 8 I , , .' ]•
12 noon Roman Catholic Mass
• .], • : ; .,. • - .,. " GryptChapel • •
,,4:3QFMv / : •', . ; '• ,Iriteryarsity Prayer
;,>; ',, • " .. " ;,'-• GroupInterfaithHouse
•''5;00PM;.'"' : , , ••; • C a r i l l o n U s k j r i s ' - / '
v<600PM iV ''./.. ,; ',. ChangeRingmgLessphs
T^tirsday,November?-;'.' ' - ^ '•;': "'
,'* &?P,£Wf - ;• '•'•''';!'-l"J\ ,;-;;ZEN Meditation
. • ' \ * ; < . ; , ' ]'<••'"'- '< •
 : C r y p t C h a p e l " ' -
Friday, November1 10,
'8:30 AM" : , , ' ' ' Veteran's Day
, ' , . : • • •' ' " Observance, ',,'
" ; . Memorial Wall ' " •
„ 12:15 PM • • ' , Muslim Prayers
, Crypt Chapel
Saturday, November I t
8 AM-3 PM ' ZEN Retreat
5:15 PM ' ' Service of Praise and
Worship'
Sunday, November 12
4:10 PM EVENSONG with .
Chapel Singers '
5:00 PM , Holy Eucharist Service
Crypt Chapel .
5:30 PM Roman Catholic Mass
wi t
$3-8888 ORIGINAL M l YORK PIZZA
495 Farmington Avenue
We deliver anywhere in Ykst Hartford or Hartford
233-8888
Open 7 days a week -11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
We deliver slices and cigarettes
$7.00 minimum
for delivery
Large Cheese Pizza
Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!
Use your charge card
for any delivery,..
($10.00 minimum)
Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Sma l l M e d i u m Large Sic i l ian
Cheese , $ 7.50 $ 9.85 $.13.00 $13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni $ 9,00 , $13.00 $17.00 $18.00
Veggie $10.00 $14.85 $17.50 $18.50
Sgt Pepperoni Special,..,.. $11.50 $18.00 $22.00 , $22.00
Additional Toppings ............. $.50 $1,00 $1.50 $ 1.5.0
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli, Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.
HEROES (Hot or Cold)
with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo. BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup,
Philly Cheese Steak ; $5.50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon....; $6.25
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak, $7.45
Chicken Parmigiana $5.15
Eggptant Panrogiana • •.... r.; ,\-... r.-.'. -. v .'^  •n^H-^t^^^ffS^^f^Sfi8^"-'
Meatball Parmigiana $5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese $5.40
Ham & Cheese $5.15
Turkey & Cheese $5.15
Tuna & Cheese .,., $5.15
Veggie & Cheese $4.50
Pepperoni & Cheese $5.40
Salami & Cheese $4.90
Chicken Sandwich & Cheese $5.65
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese $6.00
BLT& Cheese .$4.25
Grilled Ham & Cheese $4.90
•0 DINNERS
•: served w/garlic bread w/eheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti * Ravioli * Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)
All prices do not include tax.
CALZONES
Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta. Mozzarella and Parmesan •
' cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce,
Calzone $4.90
each additional filling ..,.,....,..... $ .50
APPETIZERS ' '•• • — -
Buffalo Tenders ....(6) for $5.75
•Buffalo Wings (mild, hot or suicide) (12) for $6:00
Chicken Fingers $6.00
Mozzarella Sticks (7) for $4.75
Onion Rings .^  $3.20
French Fries $2.65
Cheese Fries ..$3.70
Fried Dough ..(8) for $2,50
Breadsticks ; (8) for $2.50
Garlic Bread $1.85
Garlic Bread w/cheese $2.40
Chips ..$.50
SALADS
Tossed Salad , $4.05
Antipasto Salad ...- $5.75
Tuna Salad ..- $5.75
Extra Dressing $.50
DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian
DESSERTS
Triple Chocolate Cake..; $3.25
SODAS (one liter) $1.60 ...(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced Tea ,.„ Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange
w
w
j
I FREE Order of 6/ ELK BREAD |
wi th Any P izza Order | with Any Medium ?\WL Order |
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined. 1
Must mention coupon before ordering
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined,
Must mention coupon before ordering
I
I
I
I
L
I
I-
$2.1
Any Medium P i i l§ |
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot | f |
Must mention coupon before oi
$2.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza , , • .,
Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be eombfried,
' ' Must mention coupon before -ordering? .:, K
I $1.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
J
•I
Large Cheese
I ;- Must present coupon - Coupon cannot be combined.'r. . .,-f •• •• Must mention coupon before ordering -. !i ! '•'
with purchase of : ^ p | | : :
. • Large Pizza iWiMS
I Must present coupon - Coupon cannot;Jt§:||f|tJi|Bp
L , , „ , Must mention coupon before orp| | | ) | |p| | lpBwrilWf UHMBll WWIitm WiWBfft HWnilWI WUIilfi1! immwm nam^m uuu^ " "' ""-"' ""- ' ii
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Winter Sports Previews
Women's Hoops Squad
Boasts Talented Roster
BY JACKIE SISCONE
Sports Writer
After capturing the ECAC champion-
ship last year, the Trinity College
women's basketball team has high hopes
for the 2000-2001 campaign. The Ban-
tams, led by Coach Maureen Pine, will
have to replace three starters from last
year's 22-5 squad that included 1,000-
point scorer and All-NESCAC forward
Gretchen MacColl, the physical Caitlin
Luz, and the defensive specialist Megan
Shutte.
Point guard Jackie Siscone,
(Hammonton, NJ), returns as the only
senior on the team. As a junior she aver-
aged 10.8 points per game and dished out
91 assists. Siscone also set the NCAA and
school record of nine three pointers in a
game. A shooter with unlimited range,
she will be asked to provide the team
with consistency and leadership. Join-
ing Siscone as the only other returning
starter is junior guard/forward Bridget
Dullea (Longmeadow, MA). The Most
Valuable player of the ECAC tourna-
ment, Dullea averaged 12.7 points and 5.1
rebounds. She and Siscone provide solid
an explosive first step off the dribble and
an exciting passing game.
The Bantams will look to sophomore
center Kate McCloskey (Uxbridge, MA)
to dominate the inside game. A key re-
serve player for Coach Pine last year,
McCloskey has the potential to be one of
the most dominant post players in the
NESCAC this season. Freshman Erika
Dahlen (Minneapolis, MN) is also ex-
pected to have an immediate impact at
the forward position. At5'10", Dahlen is
quick and athletic and has the ability to
command the boards. Juniors Angela
Iandoli (Worcester, MA), Liz Bontempo
(Granby, MA), Kristin Heil (Beverly, MA),
McKenzie Corby (Bethel, CT), sopho-
more Nora Chlupsa (Garden City, NY),
and freshman Sherrie Gordon (Brooklyn,
NY) will greatly contribute to the
Bantam's quest for another post-season
bid.
The team will open its season on the
road with the Case Western Reserve
Tournament in Cleveland, Ohio. Peren-
nial powerhouses Wellesley, Western
Connecticut, Bates, and Williams will
also challenge Trinity this year. Coach
Pine says, "We have several new faces,
which should result in healthy compe-
"We have several new faces, which should result in
healthy competition for starting roles. We need to
effectively and quickly blend together as a team in
these first two weeks of practice." - Coach Pine
leadership and experience for an other-
wise young and inexperienced team.
Joining Siscone in the backcourt will
be Junior Alison Haddenf (Drexel Hill,
PA) and sophomore Shannon Herold
(Downers Grove, IL). Hadden will step
into the starting lineup at the shooting
guard spot. Armed with a deadly three
point shot, she will be an immediate
impact player for the Lady Bants. Herold
will be called upon to fill the other start-
ing guard spot on the floor. She possesses
tition for starting roles. We need to ef-
fectively and quickly blend together as
a team in these first two weeks of prac-
" tlc'e.'1 T expect us to contend fora league
title once again."
; The team's home opener, will be on
December 5 versus Springfield. The com-
bination of experience and youth should
prove to be an effective formula for the
Bantams this year. Look for them to
make some noise this year in the
NESCAC.
STUDENT A S S O O
/
, An Informational Session About the
" • Law School Adtwlsxionjc Process ;
Friday, Nov«mb«r 1 7 , 1 0 0 0 - 13tsOO p.m. - Zs&O p.m.
• , . ,215 Knight Hall
:
" SS'Elizabeth Street ~ Hartford, CT 06105
For more information'Check out Trinity Recruiting
or stop
Women's Hockey Team
Ready to Glide Ahead
BY KATIE BOWMAN
Sports Writer
Trinity Women's ice hockey has been
down at Kingswood Oxford for the past
week skating with a brand new roster.
The Trinity women's ice hockey team
lost three seniors last year due to gradu-
ation and three juniors due to travel
abroad, in addition to three sophomores.
But the ice hockey team is still going
The team is excited about the rumored
return of sophomore C.C. "the penguin"
Cummings, who was overheard talking
about how she missed the sound of her
skates on the ice and her stick slapping
the puck.
Captain Jess Martin stated, "I am con-
fident that although we have a small
team this year we will be able to give
teams a run for their money. People don't
expect much out of us, but 1 know that
at the end oi thisseason people will learn
"The number of women who have participated in the
ice hockey program and the enthusiasm that the team
has been generating around campus is outstanding. 1
am sure the momentum will continue to build." -
Director of Athletics, Richard }. Hazelton
strong, although the numbers may seem
small. Led by Senior co-captain Vanessa
Heaton, andjunior co-captain Jess Mar-
tin, this year's team is going all the way.
The team's 2000-2001 goal: win the
NCAA's.
The team this year is small due to a
number of juniors who have gone
abroad: forwards Kim Willis and Eliza
Nordeman to Florence, and last year's
goalie Ellie Malletta to London. The
other two current juniors are forward
Kate Heney, and as mentioned earlier,
Jess Martin.
The offensive sophomore grade is
made up of Lindsay Peet, Erin LeDell,
and Katie "doo-be-doo-be-doo" Bowman
— each of whom are returning players.
Possibly one of this year's biggest sur-
prises was the large showing of talented
freshmen, a total of seven. Two new goal-
ies to the team, Mimi Mackinnon and
Blair Kurtz, are both incredible assets.
The rest of the freshman roster is made
up of Jillian Nelsen, Samantha Lee, Leah
Culver, Sara Conway, and Sarah
Shoukimas. Each of these young play-
ers are in the running for ice team.
to expect more. We got a great bunch of
freshman that will add to the skill of the
upperclassmen. 1 am really looking for-
ward to the season and seeing what will
come of it."
Trinity's Director of Athletics, Richard
J. Hazelton, has been pleased with the
performance of the women's ice hockey
team and is optimistic about the future
of the program. "We are committed to the
women's ice hockey program," he said.
"The number of women who have par-
ticipated in the ice hockey program and
the enthusiasm that the team has been
generating around campus is outstand-
ing. 1 am sure the momentum will con-
tinue to build."
Trinity Women's ice hockey has their
first away games November 18th and
19th versus RPI and UVM, only a few/
short hours from Trinity if you want to
show some school spirit and come and
watch. The first home game is Saturday
December 9th versus Buffalo State at
Kingswood Oxford. With new team and
a new season, some big wins are ex-
pected. And if you see "the penguin"
about, tell her to come back to the ice.
f
by Career Services.
NEW YORK RECRUITING CONSORTIUM
JANUARY 8 & 9, 2001
COLEMAN CENTER - N E W YORK
APPLY VIA WWW.JOBDIRECT.COM BY
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1 5, 2 0 0 0 AT 1 2 : 0 0 NOON
TO INTERVIEW W|TH THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AT THE NEW
' YORK RECRUITING CONSORTIUM
BALBER PICKARD BATTISTONI MALDONADO &
VAN DER TUIN. PC
BARRA ROGERSCASEY
BARRA STRATEGIC CONSULTING GROUP
BLOOMBERG LP
BROWN a Woou LLP
CANNPNDALE ASSOCIATES
DAVIS POLK & WARDWEL
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK -
ROTATIONAL ANALYST
HEARTLAND SECURITIES
MODEM MEDIA
MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER
RANDOM HOUSE. INC.
RUDER FINN
SHEAHMAN ft STERLING
SKADDEN ARPS SLATE MEAGHER a FLOM L L P
T F /CA RS ON
THE ALBERT EINSTEIN COLLEGE OP
MEDICINE
THE GREY GLOBAL GROUP
WEILL MEDICAL COLLEGE OF CORNELL
UNIVERSITY
WHITE a CASE
CRAVATH. SWAINE a MOORE
JOHN WILEY ft SONS. INC.
MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY COMPANY
MEDIACOM
NERA • NATIONAL ECONOMIC
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. INC.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL FINANCIAL
NETWORK
SIMPSON THACHER a BARrLerr
•THE ROCKEFELLER UNIVERSITY
YAI/NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR PEOPLF.
WITH DISABILITIES
IF YOU HAVEN'T UPLOADED YOUR KEBUMETO WWVy.JOBDIRECT.COM.
PLEASE FOLLOWING THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
GOTOWWW.JOBDIRECT.COM
CLICK ON "FIND JOBS FOR ME NOW".
COMPLETE THE REGISTRATION PROCESS - MAKE SURE THAT YOU FILL OUT ALLOF THE
INFORMATION AND THAT YOU USE YOUR TRINITY GIVEN E-MAIL ADDRESS.
A. THERE IS NO REFERRAL CODE,
B. IF IT ASKS ABOUT LIMITED OR EXPANDED SERVICE—CLICK ON LIMITED SERVICE ;
UPLOAD A RESUME. SAVE AS RTF — RICH TEXT FORMAT, TO ENSURE PROPER FORMATTING
WHEN UPLOADING.
CLICK ON "ON-CAMPUS JOBS" - -
SIGN UP FOR BOTH OFTHE EVENTS BY CLICKING ON "SIGN U P NOW"
CAREER SERVICES ACTIVATES THE RESUME AND YOU WILLRECEIVE AN EMAIL
CLICK ON THE "ON-CAMPUS" TAB ;
CUCKS ON "SIGN-UP FOR INTERVIEWS NOW" FOR EITHER EVENT
VIEWTHE INTERVIEW SCHEDULES AND SUBMIT YOUR RESUME AS DESIRED.
TO UPLOAD COVER LETTERS — PREPARE THE LETTER IN MSWORD, AND AS YOU APPLYTO
MULTIPLE POSITIONS. COPY THE BODY OFTHE LETTER INTO THE SPACE PROVIDED, DOUBLE
CHECK THAT ALL OF THE INFORMATION IS CORRECT ~ ESPECIALLY CONTACT NAME AND
ADDRESS.
WA1TTO HEAR WHETHER YOU RECEIVED AN INTERVIEW OR NOT.
FOR MORE INFORMATION STOP BY CAREER SERVICES OR CALL X. 2080.
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This Weeks Games
Football -11/11 - @ Wesleyan - 1:00p.m.
Volleyball -11/10-11/11 - EC AC Div. Ill
North Champ. Tournament
Cross Country -11/11 - NCAA Div. Ill
N. E. Champ. @ Mass.-Dartmouth
Season Openers
Men's Basketball -11/18 - Baldwin-
Wallace @ Oneonta State
Women's Basketball -11/18 - @ Case
Western Tournament
Men's Hockey -11/17 - Wesleyan
Women's Hockey -11/18 @ Rensselaer
Men's Squash -11/28 - MIT & Tufts @
Harvard
Women's Squash -12/2 - @ Williams
Wrestling -11/18 - @ Springfield
Invitational
Swimming & Diving -11/18 @ Bates
Track & Field -12/2 - ©Wesleyan Relays
Winter
Men's Basketball
BY SHANE EARLY
sk Sports Writer
Led by Coach Stan Ogrodnik, the Trin-
ity College men's basketball team has its
sights set on returning to the NCAA
tournament this year. After getting off
to a promising 9-1 start last year the Ban-
tams were struck by injury, as junior
Brian Dion was lost for the entire second
half of the season and many other ban-
tams were forced to deal with nagging
injuries that kept them and the team
from performing at a hundred percent.
Despite all these factors the team still
finished with a strong 14-8 record last
season.
Having lost only one player to gradu-
ation, Trinity returns a talented nucleus
of players for its 2000-01 campaign. The
team is led by captain Colin Tabb 02'.
Tabb joined last year's squad after trans-
ferring from a Division I program. Tabb
averaged over fourteen points a game last
season, while leading the bantams in
assists; Fellow swingmenjarod Greene
'02 and Ryan Uszenski '03 will also battle
for playing time in the upcoming season.
All three players could see time in the
two. through four spots before the season
is done.
. Greene, an explosive leaper, averaged
'• justUnder f ive points per game last year
'/and wil| look to contend for a starting
p.osition:this season. Uszenski averaged
5:.7poirits;per game.for the Bantams last
season; Though plagued by a preseason
injury, .Uszenski looks to be a potential
starter and should be a force in the paint
• ,• as; well;as;on.the perimeter.
• ; Inthe backcourt the Bantams are led
by a'trio of talented seniors, Mike
Keoharie, Michael Labella, and Scott
Wallach. Keohane, possibly the team's'
best overall athlete, returns as the team's
: starting point guard. His ability to run
the offense this year should be a great
asset to the bantams. Labella had shown
himself to be a three point threat as well
as a solid performer at either guard posi-
tion during his time at Trinity, while
"Wallach, an all-NESCAC selection last
year, gives Trinity a proven scorer. These
three, combined with sophomore Matt
Brogan (who has proven to be a potent
long-range threat), should give the Ban-
tams one of the top backcourts in the
NESCAC.
In the frontcourt, Trinity will be led
by Julian Bahr '01 and Brian Dion '02, as
well as Tabb. Having Bahr and Dion in
the paint will give Trinity a strong de^
fensive presence in the middle. Their
combination of tremendous passing
ability and soft shooting touch should be
a perfect complement to Trinity's
backcourt.
The team will have to work hard in
their next few weeks of preparations, as
the November 1st starting date for prac-
tice has already given many of Trinity's
opponents a ten day head start in their
preparation for the season. Despite this
handicap the bantams should be more
than prepared for their season opener on
the eighteenth. As coach Ogrodnik said,
"this year's team has a tremendous work
ethic." This work ethic, coupled with the
guidance of a more than capable coach-
ing staff, should ensure a polished squad
for the upcoming season,
There is little question that this year's
squad has the talent to return to the
NCAA's for the third time in the last four
years. This stat, coupled with the team's
veteran leadership and strong work
ethic, puts the Bantams in position to
make a strong run at the NESCAC cham-
pionship this season. The team's veter-
ans understand how to win and their
leadership should ensure another suc-
cessful season for Trinity men's basket-
ball.
Rifle Team Prepares
for Hunting Season
A rifler's defense of a highly controversial sport
best team I have coached." The poten-
tial exists for us to be a major player in
our division.
Unfortunately, due to the unusual na-
Yes, that is correct, we shoot guns and ture and often negative connotation at-
we are good at it. With the major league .tached to our sport, we have received
BY BRIAN COLLESANO
Sports Writer
baseball season over, the time has come
yet again to engage in America's truest
pastime - shooting. We are the Trinity
rifle team. We shoot small bore .22 cali-
ber rifles at a target no bigger than a Ritz
cracker; a feat found by most first timers
to be exasperating.
In the past few years the team has seen
substantial success with a second place
finish in the Promarksman division in
1997,1998 and first place in 1999. We
were also given the NRA most improved
team award in 1998. Somewhat shocking
to most is the fact that we were ranked
13th among all collegiate shooting clubs
in the entire United States in 1999. De-
spite past successes, Coach Ken Arnold
is particularly excited about this year.
In our first match at the Coast Guard
Academy we soundly defeated both the
University of Pennsylvania and
Villanova, falling just short of .Mass
Maritime Academy and MIT.
As a result of our impressive posting
at that match we have been moved up in
the ranks to the Marksmeri division.
This means stiffer competition and a
more grueling trek to the champion-
ships, a challenge this young team is
ready to accept. . , -'•••:'. ••..,:,
The fact that only three shooters are
returning from last year shows the po-
tential of our, team. As coach Arnold said
this weekend at,6ur clinic, "This is the
youngest team'T-have coached, yetiristh'e
little help or backing from the Trinity
Athletic Department. Despite repeated
attempts to become 'an NCAA team we
remain a "club."
This is disappointing to a team poised
to make a move to the top. Without ei-
ther varsity recognition or NCAA accep-
tance, we will remain under-funded and
ill-equipped to compete with perennial
powerhouses like Coast Guard and Navy.
To say that we have received a cold shoul-
der would be a drastic understatement.
First we were told that we could not gain
NCAA acceptance because we did not
have enough women. We now have a
near 50-50 split. Then we were told that
the program would be too expensive.
However, the team already has the
most expensive portion of the necessary
equipment, the rifles. To put it bluntly,
we have been repeatedly brushed off due
solely to the nature of our sport. If the
athletic department would step up and
address either an increase in budget or
Varsity/NCAA status, this team could
bring Trinity acclaimed success.
We are a team that has achieved suc-
cess in the past, and a team ready for a
huge leap in caliber. Only when the
school (for which we sacrifice our time
arid effort).jggognizes the validity of our
sport can we truly relcTt M l
tial.
Step up to the line and you will not
d i i d 1 ' ' ?
p p
"Bedisappointed1
i
"My daughter, Rcgina. suffered a cerebral aricurysm. She was 35
years old «l the time. There was nothing the doctors could do. We had
discussed organ and tissue donation together as a family and Rcgina told
us she warned to become a donor. I miss Regina very much, but every
day I lind comfort in knowing I did what she wanted."
Fora free brochure about Organ & Tissue Donation, call 1-800-555-SHARE.
Share )<our life. Share your derision?
Coalition on Common
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The Sports Nut
THE TRIPOD STAFF
The Sports Nut travels the campus and the Hartford area
each weekend to find out what people are thinking about
various athletic issues, events, and endeavors that he finds
interesting. Catch him if you can.
This week, The Sports Nut made it all the way to the foot-
ball field on Saturday to experience Trinity's Homecoming
festivities. He was nearly run over by a white Bronco
with a Kevin Bacon lookcdike at the wheel and a crazed
red-head sitting close behind him.
Sports Nut: "How do you feel about people tossing beers on
you while you circled the tailgating district?" —-^
Douglas T. Lake, Jr. V2 (Booze Cruiser): "Personally, lam
offended, These schpeitzers threw beer on us while we
were trying to operate the 'Pledge Float/Next year, lam
going to show them my red rooster!"
The Top Ten Athletic
Occurences of This
Homecoming Weekend
10. Old men reliving their youth by
trying to throw a football.
9. Ivy pledges attacking the thieves
who stole their laurels.
8. Eating like a pig with pledge Page.
7. 20 second keg stands with Shugie
Bear. (Some call him a champion.)
6. Jumping into the champagne foun-
tain with random peeps.
5. Drunk stick shift lessons with little
lingy and her baby Audi.
4. Keg bowling using actual human
beings as pins.
3. Attempted tipping of a por to-potty
with a Sports Editor inside, (not chill)
2. Lake imitating Eddie Van Halen
atop the Booze Cruise.
-JLBear hunting, in search of the
mythicalSasquatch, a.k.a. Martignetti.
A Little Less Tomfoolery at Homecoming
BY JUSTIN SUGHRUE
Sports Editor
After a week's hiatus from
writing editorials, I'm back. I
have no idea why 1 ever left. The
responses I received for writing
.my article about Beirut were
overwhelming; so I thank the
Trinity students for taking the
time to read it, and to give me
feedback. During the week
which I decided not to write an
article, something came over me
with regards to the Sports Nut,
and I did what I had to do. The
responses were equally over-
whelming, just not all positive.
If there were some sort of poll
taken, I'd say that of all the
people who approached me
about the highly controversial
yet admittedly funny Sports
Nut; about 5% had responses
like "Hey, that was mean." I'm
sorry for offending those people,
and I guarantee nothing so
funny will be printed again.
(Deep Breath) Now, for this
week I am going to write about
Homecoming, which is un-
doubtedly a hot topic for this
week's issue. Here we go.
I woke up around 10:30 A.M.
on Saturday, after taking it easy
on Friday night. After some
good old fashioned home
cookin' of corned beef hash,
hotcakes, and grits, I sojourned
over to the field, to see how the
Hall pledges were doing with
the set-up of our spread. After
observing the scene, and realiz-
ing that everything was under
control, (How could it not be,
the pledges are phenomenal -
hah!) I decided to play a little
'rut (short for Beirut). The
bright sun, coupled with a good
ass-whooping in Beirut, made
me slightly tipsy, to say the
least. (Sughrue, what in God's
name is your article about?)
 :
So, I headed over to the grid-
iron to root on our squad. I was
abruptly stopped at the door by
this @#$% of a woman who
quipped, "Scuse me sir, where
you think you're goin'?" I re-
frained from impersonating her
unbelievable grammar skills,
but did get into a tiny argument
with her about payingbecause
I forgot my ID. I said "Listen, it
doesn't have to be this way.
There can only be negative con-
sequences from you not letting
me iii. Think about it. Now I'm
just going to go back to my tent,
drink more, arid then jump the
fence somewhere. That's not
sexy. It's not sexy like it should
be, jack."
At this point she became con-
fused at my reference to Boogie
Nights, and I laughed and
walked away. This is just one
reason why so much'ballyhoo
occurs on the tailgating field
while our gridiron heroes battle
away on the actual field. But the
main reason, thejalapeno to the
popper, the horseradish to the
Bloody Mary, is the fact that ev-
ery year we play a NESCAC pe-
rennial powerhouse. I suggest
that the coaching staff try to
schedule a weak school to play
on Homecoming, like Colby for
instance. This would make
people happier, more likely to
watch, and would prevent a lot
of the shenanigans and tom-
foolery that occur each year in
the party district.
Let me provide some ex-
amples to those of you that are
asking, "What's a shenanigan,
and what's tomfoolery?" Basi-
cally, these words are effective
when describing some of the
drunken acts of Homecoming.
In our top ten list last week, we
listed keg tossing as one of the
top ten fraternity/sorority
sports. Well apparently people
outside of frats have adapted it
as well. One innocent, free-spir-
ited, fun-loving junior was actu-
ally hit in the head by a flying
keg. I am told that she is fine,
and even managed to go out on
Saturday night, but what hap-
pened to her serves as my lead-
ing example of tomfoolery.
("Hey, butthead, toss it over
here." "Where? On top of that
girl's head?" "YEAH!" "OK.")
As the afternoon wound
down, I caught several thieves
thieving stuff from the Hall
tent. A football, bottles of
champagne, several St. An-
thony Hall cups, and finally,
full handles of booze. I con-
fronted and retained much of
this material.but found it amaz-
ing that people were literally
looting the place!! I expected to
turn my head and see people of
my own fraternity hobbling
away with TVs or hotwiring
cars, as if utter chaos and pan-
demonium lurked behind the
corner! It was really fun catch-
ing people stealing though -
none of them confronted me, or
tried to run away - they all just
stood there looking really guilty
and sad, which was funny.
It is my contention that if we
slaughtered the team we played,
if that annoying woman at the
gate would stop being such a
butt-munch, and if Kappa
would cease to make T-shirts
saying "What game?" (Heah,
heah,getit? We don't care about
the game - we just wanna have
fun like Cyndi Lauper and
, drink!), then there wouldn't be
as many ambulances or guilty
faces. But I guess we go to Trin-
ity and have to live up to some
outdated ranking or something.
The Polls are
in: Trinity
Men's Squash
is God's team!
2000 NISRA Pre-
Season Top 10
l.Trinity
2.Harvard
3.Princeton
4.Yale
5. Western Ont
6. Williams
7.Dension
8.Brown
9.Cornell
10.Dartmouth
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Football Loses to Amherst
on Homecoming Weekend
Team's record is 4-3 with one game left against Wesleyan
*'*!»»>>,
4 '* "%*>,
Trinity Bantams discussing offensive strategy beforem ptoy?-^
BY SHANE EARLY
Sports Writer
Despite a valiant comeback,
Trinity fell to the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst this past Saturday.
Amherst jumped out to an early
lead on their third possession of
the game. They were able to
gain sixty-five yards on seven
plays to score the game's first
touchdown.
After failing to move the ball
on their next possession, the
Bantams were forced to punt
the ball back to an explosive
Amheretoffensc Amherst once
again seemed poised to drive
the ball down the field, but on
the third play of Amherst's pos-
session strong safety Gavin
O'Reilly '03 intercepted an
Amherst pass and returned it
thirty yards, all the way down
to the Amherst nine yard line.
Two plays later Trinity quarter-
back Greg'. Ward '02 turned the
O'Reilly interception into a
Bantam touchdown, as the
Bantam's signal caller scam-
pered three yards into the end
zone.
Unfortunately for Bantam
fans, Amherst quickly regained
the lead. After a Trinity penalty
kept Amherst's drive alive, the
Lord Jeffs were able to hook up
on a sixty-five yard touchdown
pass with 1:19 left in the first
quarter.
The Lord Jeffs continued to
dominate play in the second
quarter, adding another touch-
down to take a 21-7 lead. At
halftime, Amherst had accu-
mulated just under two hun-
dred and fifty yards of total
offense, while the Bantams
failed to break the hundred-
yard plateau for total offense.
In the third quarter the Trin-
ity offense did not convert a
single first down. The Bantam
defense, though, was able to
match the Lord Jeffs defensive
effort, as Amherst was also held
scoreless in the third quarter.
In the fourth quarter Trinity's
squad stepped up its level of
play On their second posses-
sion of the quarter, the offense
took the ball eighty yards on an
eleven-play touchdown drive.
Despite having the extra point
blocked, this put Trinity within
eight points of the Lord Jeffs.
However, Amherst quickly re-
. sponded to the score as they had
in the first quarter..
On the next offensive play
from scrimmage, Amherst's
tailback broke free and ran
fifty-three yards for a touch-
down.
As was the case in the first
quarter, th is Amherst score was
helped along by a trinity pen-
alty. A late hit on the kick off,
had moved the Lord Jeff's fif-
teen yards closer to the Bantam
end zone before Amherst's of-
fensive unit even tookthe field.
Despite this, Chuck Priore's
team still refused to give up. On
the ensuing drive, the Bantam
offense took the ball sixty-four
yards on eight plays for the
team's third touchdown.
With 3:10 remaining on the
clock the Bantams onside kick
attempt failed, but the strength
of the team's character was once
again evident, as Trinity refused
to give up and would not allow
Amherst to convert a first down.
Then on fourth and sevenjamie
Creed '04 burst through the
Amherst line and blocked the
Amherst punt, bringing the
homecoming crowd to its feet in
the process.
With the ballon the Amherst
forty-nine yard line and 1:38 re-
maining in the game, Trinity
had one final shot, but the
Amherst defense proved up to
the task and the Bantam come-
back bid fell just short.
Despite the loss, there were
positives in Saturday's game, not
the least of which is the way the
team represented Trinity in its
hard fought comeback effort. It
would have been easy for the
Bantams to lay down and ac-
cept defeat, especially after
Amherst's long touchdown run
or the failed onsides kick at-
tempt, but coach Priore's squad
fought hard until the final
whistle.
Other positives for the ban-
tams included the continued
strong play of freshman
tailback Tom Pierandri.
Pierandri ran the ball twenty-
one times for ninety-eight yards,
including a touchdown on Sat-
urday.
Trinity was also able to domi-
nate special teams play on Sat-
urday. In particular, Trinity's
punting game was tremendous.
Freshman Joe Wahl averaged
just under forty yards per punt
Saturday, while Trinity's special
teams coverage held Amherst to
only ten yards on six punt re-
turns.
With a 4-3 record, the Ban-
tams can ensure themselves of
a second consecutive strong sea-
son with a win over NESCAC
rival Wesleyan this Saturday, A
strong showing Saturday will
be a nice cap on a productive
season. Hopefully next Satur-
day a number of students will
make the short trip to
Middletown tosupport the Ban-
tams. The team would greatly
appreciate it.
Cross Country
Runs at ECACs
BY CAROLINE LEARY
Sports Writer
Trinity's cross country teams
continued to show their tough-
ness at the ECAC meet in
Graf ton, Massachusetts on Sat-
urday. Both teams raced well on
the unseasonably warm day, in
preparation for the largest meet
of the season: the Division III
New England Championships
at the University of Massachu-
setts-Dartmouth next Saturday.
The men rested the top five
runners for next week's event,
while the other strong runners
raced the 8-kilometer course.
Steve Napier '02 finished first
for Trinity in 28:31, followed by
Adam Shelby '04 in 30:49, Geoff
Long '04 in 30:58 and Jack Can-
ning'04 in 31:29.
The women placed third out
of thirty-five teams behind
Middlebury College and Keene
State College. Karen Roy'04 led
the Bantams with a time of
19:43. She placed 14th overall,
winning an individual medal.
She was followed by another
amazing classmate, Kristina
DePeau, in 19:50. Liz Brown '04
was next for the Bantams in
20:34, followed by Sarah
Hackett '03 in 20:41 and
Caroline Leary '02 in 20:46 and
Stephanie Wezowicz '03 in
21:54. •
Wezowicz ended her season
on a positive note, improving
her previous time on this course
by almost a minute. The team
hopes that their teammates
Leeann Rheaume '03 and Kate
Klein '03 will return to top form
for next week's race.
Head Coach George Suitor is
pleased with this season's per-
formances on both the men's
and the women's team. The
teams are young and talented,
which bodes well for the Divi-
sion III Championships as well
aslujure seasons.
Volleyball Gets to
Semis of Nl
BY KRISTIN HAGAN
Sports Writer
In a season ending battle the
Bantam Volleyball squad trav-
eled to Bowdoin College, miss-
ing homecoming weekend to
play in the NESCAC champion-
ships. After a long day on the
bus, the team destroyed Con-
necticut College in less than
one hour. With the first game
under their belt, the Bantams
looked onward, toward second
seeded Williams. The coach of
last year's Bantams now
coaches the Ephs, thus the ri-
valry has become even greater
between the two teams.
At eight o'clock that evening
the Bantams began their quest
to upset the Williams team. Al-
though looking a bit shaky at
the beginning, the team went
on to beat Williams in four
games. Sophomore setter
Christine Horton had her best
performance of theseason,run-
ning plays that made the of-
fense the most effective of the
season. Kristin Hagan '02, was
said by her coaches to have "had
a career game that night."
Hagan had twenty kills, includ-
ing eight straight in the third
game. Beth Landry '02 played
through sickness, pulling out
one of the best games of her ca-
reer as well. For these two third
year players (the oldest on the
team) reaching the semi-finals
and upsetting Williams was the
only thing needed for a success-
ful weekend.
Saturday proved to be less of
a success, as the team battled
Amherst at noon, and lost in
four games. Amherst went on to
win the entire tournament.
Carolyn Walker '04 had a stel-
lar performance in the middle
against the experienced players
from Amherst.
In the last game the Bants
battled Middlebury for third
place. This game was only sig-
nificant in theory for the Bants,
for they had already accom-
plished their goal of destroying
the second ranked Williams
team. Middlebury won this
competition in four games. The
Bantams finished the season
with a record of 15-17, proving
that even without any seniors,
they were capable of having a
successful season.
Suzi Wilkins Named the New Assis-
tant Men's and Women s Swim Coach
Trinity College has hired Suzi Wilkins as assistant head men's
and women's swimming and diving coach. The Bantams men's
squad had a 5-5 dual record and finished 13th at the Division III
New England Championships in 1999-00. The Trinity women's
team posted a 3-7 dual record and placed 15th at the New En-
gland Championships last season.
Wilkins, who served as head swimming coach at Newington
High School from 1995-2000, brings a wealth of coaching and
competitive swimming experience to the Trinity program.
